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RESUME 

II a et6 observe experimentalement que les techniques de chauffages 

additionels utilisles dans les tokamaks, notamment l'injection d'atomes 

neutres de hautes energies, peuvent inriaire une forte rotation du plasma. 

D'autre part, des nouveaux phenomenes lies a cette rotation peuvent se 

produire, par exemple des deformations des profiles d'equilibre du plasma. 

Par consequent, la description de l'equilibre et de la stability 

macroscopique du plasma, qui est a la base de la conception et de 1'analyse 

des tokamaks, doit etre Itendue aux cas d'̂ coulements stationnaires. 

Cependant, les connaissances actuelles dans ce domaine, en particulier 

celles concernants les effets de la rotation sur la stability du plasma, sont tres 

limitees. Meme le choix d'un modele convenable n'est pas sans difficult .̂ La 

plupar des etudes ont utilise, jusqu'a maintenant, le modele magneto-

hydrodynamique (MHD), qui est l'une des plus simples descriptions du 

plasma. Toutefois, pour un plasma en rotation, le modele "simple" MHD peut 

donner des rgsultats tres compliques et non-physiques, tandis que des 

modeles plus "compliqueV peuvent fournir une description plus simple et 

plus realiste du comportement du plasma. 

II est montre dans ce travail que dans un plasma iaiblement collisionel, 

du type tokamak, les modeles MHD et double-adiabatique ne decrivent pas 

correctement la physique liee a l'interaction entre les gcoulements et les 

ondes magnetosoniques. En effet, dans ces modeles, l'int£raction r^sonante 

avec les ondes lentes conduit a des singularites, aussi bien dans le probleme 

de l'equilibre que dans celui de la stabilite. Ce comportement singulier est 

elimine dans le modele des centres de guidage (GCP) qui introduit un 
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traitement cinétique de la dynamique parallèle aux champs magwéî*i»ues et 

un amortissement de Landau des ondes sonores. 

Nous comparons en détail les résultats des modèles MHD, OOP et 

double-adiabatique concernant: 

- les charactéristiques des différentes équations et la propagation d'ondes 

linéaires (chap.II); 

- la stabilité locale du plasma dans une configuration cylindrique (chap.HI); 

- l'équilibre en géométrie axisymétrique toroïdale, où nous étudions l'effet de 

la rotation sur le type des équations décrivant l'équilibre et sur les profiles 

d'équilibre du plasma (chap.IV). 

En conclusion, comme premier pas vers l'analyse, en géométrie 

axisymétrique, de la stabilité des plasmas en rotation, nous étudions (ch->p. 

V) les instabilités dites "ballooning" pour un plasma avec un écoulement à 

l'équilibre parallèle aux champs magnétiques. 
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CHAPTER L INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Thesutyx* 

This work is devoted to the equilibrium and stability of rotating 

plasmas. Apart from its theoretical interest, this subject has become of 

practical importance in fusion research, due to the use in recent tokamak 

experiments of auxiliary heating methods such as neutral-beam injection, 

which can produce large plasma flows. 

Flow velocities up to the ion sound speed have been measured on 

different machines [1-4] and new phenomena associated with the flow, such 

as distorsions of the plasma equilibrium profiles, have been observed [3,5]. As 

a consequence, flows must be included in the macroscopic description of 

plasma equilibrium, which is the basis for the analysis and the design of 

magnetic confinement machines, and the stability properties of equilibria 

with flows need to be investigated. 

Here, attention is centered on toroidal confinement machines and in 

particular on tokamaks. However, some of the results to be presented may be 

of interest also for other domains (strong mass flows also occur in 

astrophysical and geophysical contexts such as in the Jovian magnetosphere 

or in the Earth's magnetopause and plasmapause [6]). 

It should be noted that equilibrium and, in particular, stability with 

flows are poorly understood at present. Therefore, many of the questions we 

will consider are of quite a general nature. We are not yet at the point where 

quantitative comparisons with specific experiments can be made. 

Even the choice of a convenient model to study plasma flow is far from 

being evident. So far most of the theoretical investigations have used the 

magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) model, which is one of the simplest 
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descriptions of a plasma. In this work, however, it will be shown that, for 

rotating plasmas, the "simple" MHD model can give very complicated and 

physically meaningless results, while more "complicated" models can 

provide a simpler and more realistic description of the plasma behaviour. 

L2 Short history 

Early investigations of plasma equilibria with flows in simple 

geometries, based on the MHD model, date back to the late fifties (see, for 

example, Refs. [7,8]). The first formulation of the equilibrium problem with 

flows in axisymmetric toroidal geometry (which is the basic geometry for 

tokamaks) was given in 1959 by Woltjer [9], in an astrophysical context. In 

Woltjer's work, however, the emphasis was more on the conservation 

properties of the MHD system, and the existence of transitions to 

hyperbolicity of the equilibrium equations, due to flow, was not recognized. 

Transitions to hyperbolicity for some special steady flows, such as flows 

parallel to the magnetic field, were discussed in 1960 by Grad [10]. 

Further important progress was made only in the early seventies, as a 

result of a growing effort in the fusion community in the study of additional 

plasma heating techniques. In 1970 Taniuti derived [11] the conditions for 

hyperbolicity of the axisymmetric MHD equilibrium system by a general 

analysis of the MHD characteristics. Zehrfeld and Green [12] showed that, in 

axisymmetric geometry, the MHD equilibrium equations can be reduced to a 

second order partial differential equation for the magnetic flux similar to the 

Grad-Shafranov equation of static MHD, coupled with five algebraic 

conservation laws. Dobrott and Greene [13] investigated steady flows in a 

different plasma model, the guiding centre model (GCP) introduced by Grad 

[14], and obtained very different results, compared with MHD. 
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Various numerical codes solving the MHD axisymmetric equilibrium 

problem with flows, have been developed recently [15-17]. They are all limited, 

however, to small poloidal flows, such that the partial differential operator 

remains elliptic. 

The progress in the understanding of the stability property of rotating 

plasmas has been slower. Little was done during almost twenty years after 

Frieman and Rotenberg derived in 1960, in a pioneering paper [18], the 

linearized equation of motion for MHD equilibria with flows. 

This delay can be easily understood. Due to the presence of continua, the 

study of the MHD spectrum is a difficult task even for static equilibria, where 

the linearized equations are self-adjoint. Self-adjointness has two important 

consequences: it forces the whole spectrum to lie on the real axis and allows 

to find a variational principle, called the Energy Principle [19-22], which 

gives a simple necessary and sufficient condition for stability. Nevertheless, a 

satisfactory qualitative understanding of the spectrum in cylindrical [23] and 

axisymmetric toroidal [24] systems was reached only around 1975. 

Later on, quantitative investigations were made possible by the advent of 

the MHD spectral stability codes PEST [25] and ERATO [26] (and by that of 

super-computers!). These codes have been used extensively in the last 

decade, and are still used to study the global stability properties of different 

machines. 

Self-adjointness is lost for MHD equilibria with flows. As a consequence 

the spectrum spreads in the complex plane and the Energy Principle no 

longer gives a sufficient condition for stability. Therefore the study of global 

stability with flows would require more sophisticated techniques, such as, for 

example, Cauchy integration or inverse vector iteration, to scan the regions 

of interest in the complex plane. Before undertaking such enterprises, it 

would be desirable to gain a qualitative understanding of the effects of flows 

on the spectrum. This has motivated in the last decade studies on the possible 
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destabilization of continuum spectrum by flow [27-28], and on the effect of 

rigid toroidal rotation on ideal balloning modes [29-30]. 

L3 IYohlf ins and oljfcclwes 

The MHD model has been successfully used to study macroscopic 

stability of static tokamak equilibria. As any "model" (i.e. simplified 

description), however, it has a limited domain of validity. The MHD 

equations can be derived (see, for example, Ref. [31]) from a more complete 

plasma description (Boltzmann equations for each species coupled with 

Maxwell equations) using a certain number of approximations. One of the 

basic assumptions in the derivation is that of high collisionality, which can 

be expressed as 

tt^h - (Wa)tj i « !» tf-D 

where to indicates a characteristic MHD frequency, vthi is the ion thermal 

velocity, a is a scale length corresponding to the macroscopic dimensions of 

the plasma and x̂  is the ion-ion collision time. 

High collisionality guaranties that on a time scale smaller than that of 

resistive diffusion, neighboring particles remain such, implying that the 

division of the plasma into small fluid elements gives a good description of 

the physics. From the point of view of the equations, the hypothesis of high 

collisionality allows to neglect viscous terms in the force balance and heat 

fluxes in the energy equation, which then reduces to the adiabatic law 

d(p/piO/dt = 0. 

However, using the Braginskii [32J expression of xi{ , for an hydrogen 

plasma with Tj - 1 kev, n - 10,4cnr3, a - lm, one finds (vtj,/a) iH - I03 and 
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condition (1.1) is violated by order of magnitudes. In a tokamak, where there 

is a strong toroidal magnetic field, a particle can do several turns of the torus 

before colliding. There, one has to distinguish between the dynamics 

perpendicular and parallel to the magnetic field. In the perpendicular 

direction, the field plays, in a certain sense, the role of collisions, giving the 

plasma a two-dimensional consistence, because the cyclotron period of the 

particles is shorter than times of interest for macroscopic stability. 

Therefore, at least for motions on the Alfven time scale, the perpendicular 

dynamics can be treated by a fluid description. 

Instead, in the parallel direction, due to the low collisionality, the fluid 

approach is not justified. This is an old problem in plasma physics. Several 

models have been proposed to solve it, such as the double adiabatic model of 

Chew, Goldberger and Low (CGL) [33], where different equations of state are 

taken for the parallel and perpendicular pressures, and Grad's guiding 

center model [14], which uses kinetic theory to describe the motion along the 

field lines. 

The failure of MHD in describing the parallel dynamics of the plasma 

does not affect seriously the stability analysis of static equilibria. In this case, 

the equation of state and the parallel motion are virtually without 

consequence for the marginal stability analysis, because marginal stability 

occurs for incompressible perturbations, in most cases of interest. This is no 

longer true for equilibria with flows, where the effects of compressibility are 

important. 

In fact, the propagation of acoustic waves is at the core of the difficulties 

of the MHD description of rotating plasmas. The transitions to hyperbolicity 

of the equilibrium equations are associated to the presence of slow and fast 

magnetoacoustic waves in the equilibrium. In axisymmetric geometry the 

slow waves give rise to the so called "first hyperbolic region", occurring for a 

narrow range of values of the poloidal flow around the poloidal sound speed. 
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However, th^ fact that the condition for hyperbolkity only involves flows in 

the poloidal direction is due to the geometry of the problem, which does not 

allow wave propagation in the symmetry (toroidal̂  direction. As we will see, 

in three dimensional equilibria the hyperbolicity condition involves general 

flows and the equilibrium system is hyperbolic for any nonzero flow across 

the field lines [34]. 

Furthermore, studying the linear stability of cylindrical MHD equilibria 

with flows we find that a generic stability problem exists [35], due to 

resonance between the flow and the slow waves. More precisely, the Suydam 

index [36] diverges, implying local instability, when the shear of the flow 

balances the propagation of slow MHD waves. Although the Merrier 

criterion [37] in the presence of equilibrium flows remains to be worked out, 

the local nature of the analysis suggests that the same stability problem 

should be found in axisymmetric geometry. 

These results may be strongly modified in the GCP model, where 

Landau damping of the sound waves is introduced. A clear indication in this 

direction comes from the work of Dobrott and Greene [13], showing that the 

first hyperbolic region of axisymmetric equilibrium is eliminated in the 

guiding center description. We have used GCP to study the cylindrical 

stability problem and found indeed [34] that the stability limit is removed in 

this model. 

This has incited us to pursue the comparison between the MHD, CGL 

and GCP description of plasmas with flows. The present work summarizes 

the main results of this comparison, concerning stability of local modes in 

cylindrical geometry and effect of flows on axisymmetric plasma equilibria. 

We note that the CGL and GCP models, although more complicated 

than MHD, preserve nevertheless some nice mathematical features of this 

model. For example, a Grad-Shafranov equation for axisymmetric 

equilibrium and an equation corresponding to that of Hain and Last [38] for 
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cylindrical stability can be derived also in CGL and GCP. This is due to the 

fact that, as in MHD, only two variables are differentiated across the surfaces 

containing y_ and H, and that, due to flux conservation, this surfaces 

coincide, at equilibrium, with the magnetic surfaces. Therefore, when the 

equations within the flux surfaces can be solved explicitly, the system 

reduces to a second order equation for the normal dependence. 

We find indeed that the derivation can be done in a unified way for all 

these models. Then the different models for the parallel dynamics are 

contained in three coefficients, giving the density and pressures 

perturbations in the stability problem, and the respective parallel gradients 

in the equilibrium calculation. These coefficients show singularities at the 

sound speed in the fluid models, which are removed in the GCP model. 

This thesis is organized as follows: The different models are briefly 

introduced in Chapter II, where the transitions to hyperbolicity of the 

equilibrium systems, in general geometry, are studied by analysis of the 

characteristics. In Chapter III the general second order cylindrical 

eigenvalue problem is derived and the Suydam index for local stability is 

computed. The behaviour around the sound speed in the different models is 

compared analitically and numerically. The general axisymmetric 

equilibrium system is derived in Chapter IV. The type of the system is 

discussed. In particular, the conditions under which the first hyperbolic 

region is removed in GCP are investigated. The effect of flow and pressure 

anisotropy on the distribution of equilibrium quantities, such as mass 

density, on the magnetic surfaces is also studied in detail. In Chapter V, 

finally, as a first step towards the study of stability of axisymmetric 

equilibria, the effect of flows on the stability of ballooning modes in the MHD 

model are discussed. As the usual balloning formalism fails in the case of 

sheared toroidal flows [30,39], the analysis is restricted to equilibria with a 

field-aligned flow. 
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CHAPTER H MATHEMATICAL PROPERTIES OF 

EQUILIBRIA WITH FLOWS 

In this chapter, the transitions to hyperbolicity for steady flows are 

discussed in different plasma models, with particular attention to the role 

played by the slow magnetoacoust'C waves. Hyperbolicity is investigated in 

general by studying the characteristics of the equations. 

II. 1 Hyperbolicity and characteristics 

We recall briefly the basic ideas about characteristics of nonlinear 

systems of first order partial differential equations (see Kefs. [40-41] for 

rigorous expositions). We consider quasilinear systems of the form 

3 

^ + £A j (U ,x , t ) | ^ + BdUt ) = 0 01.1) 
dt jti J 3Xj 

where U and B are column vectors with n elements, x = (xlf x2, x3) is a vector 

in R3 and the Aj are n x n matrices, assumed to be real. 

The Cauchy problem for (II.1) amounts to specifying U on a given 

manifold of R2 x t and asking when this data is sufficient to determine a 

unique solution which depends continuosly on the data. 

The characteristic manifolds of system (II. 1) are surfaces 0(x,t) = 

const., on which the boundary data does not determine the solution. In a 

coordinate system where <t> is one of the coordinates, 4> is a characteristic 

manifold if the derivatives 9U/30 are undetermined on it. In such a 
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coordinate system (II.l) takes the form 

L ^ - R , L s ( ^ I + i ^ A { ) OI.2) 
do 

1 - < * I * J ^ A . > 

where the column vector R contains the derivatives with respect to the other 

coordinates and I is the identity matrix. Eq. (II.2) does not determine the 

normal derivatives dU/d<S> at the points where the matrix L cannot be 

inverted, which gives the condition 

d e t ( £ l + i f ^ A j . O 01.3) 
dt j=1 dxj 

If the n roots d<D/dt of Eq. 01.3) are all real (complex) , for any choice of 

oO/3xj, then the system OLD is said to be hyperbolic (elliptic). In the case of 

an equilibrium steady flow (dQ/dt = 0) the characteristic determinant in 01.3) 

becomes a polynomial in the 34>/dXj, which can have, in general, both real 

and complex roots, corresponding respectively to hyperbolic or elliptic parts 

of the equilibrium equations. The equilibrium systems are often of mixed 

type, with both hyperbolic and elliptic parts. This is the case even for static 

MHD equilibria, where the hyperbolic part is represented by the magnetic 

surfaces [42]. 

It should be noted that the definitions we have given are local when the 

Aj are not constant. 

It follows from the previous discussion that the normal derivatives 

dU/d4> may be different on the opposite sides of a characteristic manifold. 

This can therefore be characterized as a transporter of discontinues of the 

derivatives of the solution. In a physical problem the concept of 

characteristics becomes particularly meaningful because the spatial part of a 

characteristic manifold can be interpreted as a wavefront moving with speed 
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GWdtyiVOI [40,41]. 

Thus, the roots of Eq. (II.3), in the time-dependent case, can be interpreted as 

the local phase speeds of disturbances, or "waves", propagating into the 

system. In the case of an equilibrium steady flow, real characteristics 

correspond therefore to the presence of stationary waves in the equilibrium. 

If U has an infinitesimal jump 5U across the characteristic manifold, 

then the equation for the jump is given [43] by 

L5U = 0 (II.4) 

with L defined in Eq. (II.2). This shows that on a characteristic manifold, 

where det(L) = 0, relations between the discontinuities of the physical 

quantities exist. It can be shown that the part of L containing spatial 

derivatives is obtained formally from the system (II.1) by making the 

substitution 

V-> n6 (II.5) 

where n = V<t> /1 V<X> I is the unit normal to the characteristic manifold. 

Finally, we observe that for non dispersive models [B = 0 in Eq. (II. 1)], 

like the MHD and CGL models, the condition (II.3) gives the respective 

dispersion relations for plane waves in an infinite homogeneous medium, 

once the substitutions 

84>/3t-»ico, ao/axj ->ikj, (II.6) 

are made (here kj is the j-th component of the wave vector kj. In a dispersive 

model (B * 0), Eq. (II.3), with the substitutions (II.6) gives the dispersion 

relation in the short wavelength limit (w, IkJ -> <»). 
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This allows to establish an explicit relation between violation of hyperbolicity 

in the time-dependent problem (complex roots of (II.3)) and local instability. 

IL2 The MHD plasma 

IL2.1 Basic equations 

The basic equations of idel magnetohydrodynamics for an adiabatic 

plasma, in natural units [44], are 

d tp + V(py) = 0, (II.7a) 

p dy/dt = (V x E) x B - Vp, (II.7b) 

dtB_ = Vx(yx£), VB_=0, (II.7c) 

dp/dt = v82 dp/dt, vs=V(7p/p), (II.7d) 

where p is the mass density, p the pressure, y the mass flow velocity, B_ the 

magnetic field and d/dt = dt + y-V is the convective derivative. 

Eq. (II.7d) is the adiabatic equation of state, where vg is the sound speed 

(y is the adiabatic index). Eqs. (il.7a) and (II.7b) express mass and 

momentum conservation, respectively. Eq. (II.7c) is Faraday's law, 

expressing magnetic flux conservation, in which Ohm's law E. + y x B_ =0 

has been used to eliminate the electric field. The equation VB_ =0 is 

considered as an initial condition. It is then ensured in the time evolution by 

Faraday's law. 

The equations are evidently linear in the first derivatives of the 

unknowns (p, p, y, BJ. Therefore, (II.7) is a quasilinear system consisting of 

eight first order partial differential equations. 
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n.2.2 Characteristics ofthe time-dependent problem 

The characteristics and the linear wave propagation in the MHD mode: 

are well known (see, e.g. the original works [43],[45-46] or Goedbioed'f 

Lecture notes [47]). The characteristic equation (II.3) for the MHD system is 

given by 

u2 [ u2 - Bn
2 /p] [ u* - (vA

2 + vs
2) u2 + vs

2 Bn
2/p ] = 0 (II. 8) 

where u = - dt * /I V<|> | - vn, vn and Bn are the projections of y. and £ in the 

direction of the characteristic normal n and vA = B/Vp is the Alfven spzed. 

The quantity u is the characteristic speed, i.e. the normal velocity of the 

characteristic 4> respect to the fluid. 

Eight real characteristics are obtained from (IL8), corresponding to the 

eight variables describing the system. It follows that the time dependent 

MHD system is hyperbolic. 

The roots u2 = 0 correspond to entropy disturbances propagating along 

the flow lines. The related characteristic manifolds, on which jumps in 

density, temperature and entropy only can occur, represent interfaces 

between two adjacent plasmas with different densities at the same pressure. 

This roots will not be considered further in the following. 

The roots of the second factor in (II.8) give the Alfve'nic manifolds. The 

solutions for the characteristic speed 

u = uA=±Bn/Vp (II.9) 

correspond to Alfvin waves moving in a forward or backward direction with 

respect to the flow. It can be noted that the AlfvGnic manifolds are 

independent of an isotropic compressibility. 
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The last factor in (11.8) gives instead the magnetoacoustic oianifolds. 

The related characteristic speeds are 

u , u8 = ±{±<v2
 + v2) - i V ( v » + v A > 2 - 4 v ' T } ' 01.10) 

u = uf = ±{±(v2
 + vA) + i^(v2

 + v 2 ) 2 - 4 v 2 ^ f 01.11) 

corresponding to forward and backward slow and fast magnetoacoustic 

waves , respectively. The inequalities hold I ug !< I uA I < I uf I. 

An important MHD speed (which is not characteristic) is the so called 

"cusp speed", which is a resonance of the magnetoacoustic mode. Using 

(II .6), the dispersion relation for magnetoacoustic waves in an homogeneous 

medium can be immediately written as 

w4 - I k 12 [(vA
2 + vs2) &2 - vs2(fc-E)2/p] = 0 , (11.12) 

where (5 = w + k y. is the Doppler shifted frequency. The cusp speed vc is 

defined in the limit I k. x I -> °° with S fixed, where the "1" designates the 

direction perpendicular to both S and y , as 

vc = ^- = ±vg
 VA , 01.13) 

kll Vv2 + vj 

where ky is the parallel component of the wave vector (the corresponding 

characteristic speed is (5/k = 0). 
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IL2*3 Equilibrium characteristics 

Characteristics for an equilibrium steady flow are obtained by putting 

dt4> = 0 in (II .8). We consider first axisymmetric toroidal equilibria, which 

were discussed by Taniuti et al. [11,48]. In this case, taking the characteristic 

normal in the poloidal plane and recalling that the equilibrium velocity lies 

in the magnetic surfaces [12,29], we have 

vn = VpCosO, Bn = BpCosO, (11.14) 

where 6 is the angle between the characteristic normal and the flux surface 

in the poloidal plane, and vp , Bp designate the poloidal projections of y. and 

fi, respectively (see Pig. II. 1). 

& 
• 

magnetic surface 

Fig. II. 1 Axisymmetric toroidal equilibrium. 
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Therefore, the equation for the magnetoacoustic manifolds becomes 

COS2 6 [ (CUSG)2 Vp4 - (VA2 + V,2) Vp2 + V,2 VAp2 ] = 0, (11.15) 

where vAp= BpWp is the poloidal Alfvgn speed. 

Eq. (II.Id) has a solution for cos8 = 0, which corresponds to the 

characteristic manifolds coinciding with the magnetic surfaces. Other real 

solutions are found from the term in square brackets. Solving for cos2 8 and 

imposing 0 < cos2 8 < 1 we find two intervals in the poloidal velocity where 

the equations are hyperbolic: 

vAp v,/V(vA
2 + v,2) s vp < u,p and vp > Ufp, (11.16) 

where us p and uf p are obtained from the expressions (11.10) and (11.11) for 

the slow and fast wave speeds by replacing Bn with Bp. 

Substistuting (11.14) in the second factor of (II .8) gives the corresponding 

expression for the Alfvlnic manifolds 

cos2e [vp
2 - vAp

2] = 0, (11.17) 

We find again the root cos6 = 0, but in addition Eq. (11.17) is satisfied for any 

direction of the characteristic normal when the poloidal velocity is equal to 

the poloidal Alfven speed. This is a singular point, where the equations are 

neither hyperbolic or elliptic. It is easily seen from (11.16) that the equations 

are elliptic for values of vp just below and above this critical value. 

It can be noted that the condition vp = vAp can be satisfied at most on a 

curve, while the condition (11.16) defines two-dimensional hyperbolic regions 

in the poloidal section of the plasma. 

The previous results are summarized in the following picture, showing 
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qualitatively the altemance of elliptic and hyperbolic regions as a function of 

the poloidal Mach number, defined as 

Mp^Vp/v^MVpVpVBp. (11.18) 

j eMipt- I hyp- I ellipt. 

0 V» M8 

VvJ + v A 

Fig. II.2 Sketch of the alternance of elliptic and hyperbolic regions as a function 
of the poloidal velocity for the MHD equilibrium system with flows in 
axisymmetric geometry. 

Here we have also introduced: 

M « s UsP /vAp and M fs u f p / v A p . (11.19) 

The hyperbolic region associated with fast waves is the analogue of the 

supersonic region of ordinary hydrodynamics, to which it reduces in the 

limit of zero magnetic Held. 

The other hyperbolic region, around the slow wave speed, is the "first 

hyperbolic region". The left extreme of this region, which gives the first 

transition to hyperbolicity, occurs where the poloidal flow speed equals the 

cusp speed. The width of the first hyperbolic region is very small in low-beta 

tokamaks. This can be seen expressing the values of Mp at the transition 

points in terms of the plasma beta P = )p/B2: 

O 
l 
1 

ellipt. hyp. 
- ^ 

M, M. 
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where B^ is the toroidal magnetic field. In the small p limit, where the 

expression given for Ms is valid, the width in Mp of the first hyperbolic region 

is therefore proportonal to (Bp/B)p\ In this small interval the direction of the 

characteristic normal changes from normal (cos6 = 0) to parallel (cosG = 1) 

to the magnetic surface. Comparing with (11.11), it becomes clear that the 

two extremes correspond to resonance (kx -» °°) and to cutoff ( k± = 0), 

respectively, for propagation of slow magnetoacoustic waves in the direction 

normal to the magnetic surfaces. 

We now discuss the variation of the equilibrium characteristics with the 

geometry. The previous analysis shows that for the axisymmetric 

equilibrium problem toroidal steady flows always give rise to an elliptic 

system, as they are in the ignorable direction and therefore do not have 

components in the direction of the characteristic normal. Similarly, in the 

case of a cylindrical equilibrium, due to the symmetry the characteristic 

normal can only be in the radial direction. Therefore, the only hyperbolic 

part of the equilibrium is associated with the magnetic surfaces, which are 

the surfaces with r = const., and the equilibrium equation can be solved for 

arbitrary flows. 

For general three-dimensional equilibrium configurations the 

components of y. and B_ in the direction of n can be expressed as 

vn = vcosacos0v, Bn = Bcosacos8B, 

where cc is the angle between n and its projection in the plane spanned by y. 

and B_, and OB ,9V are the angles between this projection and B_, y. respectively. 

Then the equation for the magnetoacoustic manifolds becomes 

2 2 
cos2a [GY- cos9v)4cos2a - (-*- cosev)2(l + ^ - ) + ^- cos29B] = 0. (11.20) 

A VA V? V? 
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For cos2 o = 0, we find again that the magnetic surfaces are characteristic 

surfaces. For field-aligned flows, where 0V = 83, the term in square brackets 

in (11.20) can be analyzed as in the axisymmetric case, giving two hyperbolic 

regions for 

v8vA/V(vA
2 + v8

2) < v S v8 and v > vA. 

If the flow has a perpendicular component, a general analysis of the roots of 

(11.20) is more difficult. However, we note that for small v/vA real roots exist 

when 0B is close to ic/2. In fact, in this case the term proportinal to (v/vA)4 

can be neglected, giving 

V 2 

v2 cos2 8V = v2 VA cog2 eB t 01.21) 

which, for Cv * 9B , is satisfied for arbitrary small flows when OB approaches 

rc/2. Therefore, we can conclude that the MHD system without restriction to 

axisymmetry is hyperbolic for any nonzero flow across the field lines. 

II.3 The anisotropic plasma 

In this section the MHD analysis will be extended to the case of an 

anisotropic plasma, where scalar pressure is replaced by a pressure tensor 

£ =PiL + ABB, As(p, rP l)/B2. (11.22) 

Here pn and px are the pressures parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic 

field, respectively, and the quantity A measures the pressure anisotropy. 

Then the pressure gradient in the force balance (II.7b) is replaced by the 
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divergence of the tensor in (11.22). The system must be closed by giving 

evolution equations for the pressures. In the double adiabatic model [33], 

adiabatic equations of state are taken for pxand pg: 

i<£>-°- *<?->-°- «» 

Here, a more general form of the equation for the pressures is considered, 

which includes CGL and MHD a* special cases. We assume that in each 

fluid element 

P±j =P.u|(P.B), (11.24) 

with a dependence which can be different for different elements. 

The equations of the model are then 

dtP + v(PX> = 0. (II.25a) 

p dy/dt = J x £ - V £ , (II.25b) 

dt B •-* V x (x x B), V B = 0, (II.25c) 

dp /̂dt = a±BdB/dt + pxvA
2dp/dt, (IL25d) 

dpj/dt = OgBdB/dt + pjv^dp/dt, (II.25e) 

where we have introduced the dimensionless quantities 

*»-ii%> »«-±fSt 
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We also assume that OJJ and pjj satisfy to the relation 

a, - Ox - P|> * (P| - PiVB*. (11.27) 

which, as will be shown later, is required for energy conservation. The 

values of these quantities in MHD and CGL are given in Table II J. 

<H ft «x Px 

MHD G p̂/B* 0 "jp/B* 

CGL -2p/B* 3PB«? pj/B* pj/B* 

Table III 

The characteristic equations for the system (11.25), obtained using (II.5), are: 

u 5p - p 8vn = 0, (H.28a) 

pu 5y - n (Spx + B 8B) + (1- A) Bn 8fi • B Bn 8A = 0, (II.28b) 

u6B + Bn5v.-B6vn = 0, (H.28c) 

8px - a, B6B - p W op = 0, (II .28d) 

8p|, - a, B8B - B, vA2 8p = 0, (II.28e) 
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with 

8A = (5p|| - 5p± - 2AB 8B)/B2. (II.28f) 

We now look for the Alfv6n and magnetoacoustic manifolds in this model. 

The Alfv6n root is obtained from the transverse ( n x ) components of 

(II.28b-c) by putting 8p = 8B = 8vn = 8pn = 8px = 0 (which satisfies identically 

all the other equations) and eliminating n x SB.. The result is 

[pu2 - B„2 (1 - A)] n x 8y. = 0. (11.29) 

Therefore, the Alfv6nic manifolds are given by 

U2 = (Bn2/p)(l-A). (11.30) 

The only modification with respect to the MHD case is represented by the 

anisotropy factor A appearing in Eq. (11.30). If 1 - A < 0, this equation has 

complex roots and the time dependent problem is no longer hyperbolic. 

Linear stability analysis shows that in this case exponentially growing 

modes exists, called "fire hose" instabilities [42]. This can be seen 

immediately by using the transformation (II.6). Then to negative values of u2 

correspond negative values of S 2 , implying instability. We are lead, 

therefore, to the stability condition 

1 - A > 0. (11.31) 

This can also be considered [42] as a condition for well posedness (in the 

sense of Hadamard [49], i.e. existence of a unique solution continously 

depending on the initial data) of the initial value problem. It can be shown 
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[50] that the solution to the initial value problem does not depend continously 

on the initial data when exponentially growing modes exist. 

Now consider the magnetosonic manifolds. These are obtained from the 

n component of the force balance 

pu 8vn - 8pjl - (Bn/B)2] - (B„/B)2 6p| - [1- 2A (B./B)2 ] B SB = 0 (11.32) 

together with the parallel components of Eqs. (II.28b-c): 

pu B 8y. - Bn 8p,| + ABn B 8B = 0, (11.33) 

uB 8B + Bn S -8y - B2 8vn = 0. (11.34) 

When the expressions of 8p1( 8p,| are replaced in (11.32-33) and B_-8y_ is 

eliminated, we obtain a system for 8B and 8vn. The solubility condition for 

this system is given by 

p2u* - pu2X +Y = 0, (11.35) 

X = Bn2(l-A+ p,) + (B2 -Bn2)(l + a± + Pj.), 

Y = Bn2 p„[Bn2(l-A) +(B2 - ^ ( 1 + O j L + px-PJ/Pi)] , 

where the relation (11.27) has been used to eliminate an in the expression for 

Y. Since the discriminant X2 - 4Y can be shown to be always positive, the 

existence of real roots for u2 in (11.35) depends on the signs of the coefficients 

X,Y. When condition (11.31) is satisfied, and assuming that p||> 0 (in CGL, 

for example, $n * 3p||/B2), then X and Y are positive definite if 
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l + a ± + PjL-P±2/Pn > 0 - <n-36) 

In this case, the Eq. (11.35) has real solutions, corresponding to slow and fast 

magnetoacoustic waves and the time-dependent problem is hyperbolic. In 

the double-adiabatic model, the condition (11.36) becomes B2 + 2 px> Pi2/3pn, 

which is the "mirror" stability condition [42]. However, now the 

characteristic speeds are modified by the pressure anisotropy. Keeping u s f to 

indicate the modified slow and fast wave speeds, we find that the inequalities 

lu„l < (Bn/>/p)(l-A) < lufl hold if 

B2 

B S B, £ l < 1 - A , (11.37) 
I + ctx + Bx 

which is certainly satisfied for tokamaks. 

In the case of axisymmetric equilibrium, following the same procedure 

as for the MHD calculation, we find for the characteristic angle: 

, B2 (l + a x + B,)(M;-B ) 
cos2 8 = £ - ^ — - ^ . (11.38) 

Bp Mj-Mj(B | | -B 1 -A-a 1 ) + p1-B„(a1 + B 1 + A) 

When (11.37) is satisfied, this expression gives the same alternance of elliptic 

and hyperbolic regions as in MHD. The cusp transition is now given by 

Mp
2 = B*, and the values of u8 p and Ufp [see Eq. (11.15)] are given by the 

roots of (11.35) withBn replaced by Bp. 

It is of interest to discuss hyperbolicity for arbitrary values of the 

pressure anisotropy. This can be done easily in the CGL model, where the 

quantites (a,B)x (| can be expressed in terms of pXj| (see Table II.I). For a 

given value of px, the effect of pressure anisotropy can be studied varying 

only one parameter, that we take as the ratio Pi/pj.. In Fig. (II.3) the 
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hyperbolic (dashed) and elliptic (non dashed) regions of the equilibrium 

equations are represented qualitatively in the ( Pj/pj., M p ) plane. 

Mpl 

1 -

j S ^ S^ 
y/r y^ 

/ s^ 
r x ^ JS 

^/^ X 
_^r /^ 

^*r s^ 
^ ^ y^ 

o o ^^ S 
M = M . ^ * / • * p * * * i ~—~~.^^^-™^0^ ^^ 

,. «—"""""""" -S — \K^ ft 

•—' X Mp= p 

/ M - 1 A y / m
D - A -a y 

_/ S 
" ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ~ ^ - ^ ^ M P = M» -

^ y T •""- —» ^ . " ^ * - « ^ _ ^ 

4 J^ ~ ~ "•* " » > " ' ^ * * — - i * 

L^qzi—,—, =1=--,— ̂  » 

x l x m x x 2 Xft. *3 P | / P l 

Fig. II.3 Sketch of the hyperbolic (dashed) and elliptic (non dashed) regions 

of the axisymmetric equilibrium system in the CGL model. 

In this grafic, xm and Xfl, are the marginal points for mirror and fire-hose 

stability, respectively, i.e.: 

x
m = 

Px/B' 

3 + 6pjB 2 ' 
X * = 1 + ^ 

PJB' 
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Therefore, in the regions P|/p± < xm and Pi/pj. > Xfl, the system is unstable. 

The points x1 and x3 correspond to Y = 0, and their precise position depends 

on the relative value of the poloidal and toroidal magnetic fields. The width 

of the first hyperbolic region goes to zero at x2 , where (i* = 1 - A (i.e, the speed 

of slow waves is equal to the modified Alfv6n speed). For pj|/p± > x2, M8 and 

P* become larger than 1 - A. 

Fig. II.3 has some amazing features. It must be noted, however, that 

the region of interest for tokamaks is a narrow vertical strip about x = 1, well 

inside the region xm < x < x2, where the alternance of elliptic and hyperbolic 

regions as a function of the flow is the same as in MHD. The point we want to 

stress here is that, in general, there is not a direct relation between 

transition to hyperbolicity of the equilibrium system and loss of hyperbolicity 

in the time-dependent system (with corresponding local instability ). Such a 

relation exists only in the special case Mp = 0, p|/Px = xm » where the 

tresholds for loss of ellipticity in the equilibrium and destabilization of mirror 

modes coincide. On the other hand, for very small values of p(| the 

equilibrium equations are elliptic up to large values of the flow, although the 

system is mirror unstable. Similarly, for Xfl, < P||/pj. < x3 the equilibrium 

equations are elliptic, for small flows, although the system is fire-hose 

unstable. 

II.4 The guiding center plasma 

Finally, we consider the guiding center model introduced by Grad. This 

is a semi-macroscopic model which is identical to MHD for plasma motion 

across the magnetic field, but uses kinetic theory for the parallel dynamics. 

Ions and electrons are assumed to have the same velocity y.j_ = (E.XJ£)/B2 

perpendicular to tl magnetic field, but each particle has its own velocity w 
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along b s B/B, satisfying 

d ^ = m - E B + b V ( ^ - u B ) + w K v 1 , 01.39) 

where e andm are the charge and the mass of the particle, u = v±
2/Bis the 

magnetic moment, EB is the parallel electric field, which is neglected in 

Faraday's law, and j£ = b-V b is the magnetic field curvature. 

A kinetic equation can then be constructed simply [14] as a Liouville 

equation, corresponding to the equation of motions (11.39) and u = const.: 

*\p 2 A zip 
- 1 + (X +wb)Vf. + [ b V & -uB -=*-*«) + W K Y J - 4 = 0, (11.40) 
dt * 2 m « dw 

where I denotes the different species and ^ = - J E|( dlH is the potential for the 

parallel electric field. Eqs. (11.40) can also be derived by the Vlasov equation 

for each species, by expanding in the small parameter nij/ej (see, for 

example, Ref. [51]). It must be noted that we use here the same 

normalization for the distribution functions as in Refs. [13,52]. The usual 

number density normalization, used in [10,34], is obtained multiplying our 

f8's by B. 

Macroscopic quantities are obtained in terms of the moments of the 

guiding centre distribution functions f( (u,w,x,t) 

(p,pvB,p l fP||), • B | dul d w a w . u B . t w - v / j f , . (11.41) 
JO J-oo 

The parallel electric field is determined from the constraint of charge 

neutrality Tg Pj(e(/me) = 0. The model requires that ions and electrons 

have the same average velocities along the field lines. 
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The continuity equation and the parallel component of the equation of 

motion (II.25b) are satisfied automatically in GCP, where they are simply the 

first two moments of the kinetic equation (11.40). The GCP system satisfies 

(II.25a-c), and in particular the component perpendicular to £. of the 

momentum equation (II.25b). Therefore, when the pressures are computed 

kinetically, all the other macroscopic variables can be computed from the 

system (II.25a-c). 

The equations for the evolutions of the pressures in the GCP model can 

be obtained by taking the appropriate moments of the kinetic equations (11.40) 

and summing over the species, which gives 

d t ^ = ]*b-V[Jdudwn(w-V||)S8f,j, 01.42a) 

B2 

f (5L_ ) = (B)3 £• V [ J dudw (w - v„)3 E f ]. (II.42b) 
dt p3 P • * 

Comparison with Eq. (11.23) shows clearly the difference between GCP and 

the double-adiabatic model. Heat fluxes in the parallel direction are retained 

in the GCP model, while put to zero in CGL. These heat fluxes in some cases 

have strong effects on the dynamical behaviour of the plasma and we will see 

that the kinetic results can be very different from those obtained using fluid 

models. 

To study the characteristics, we must compute the guiding center 

expressions for 5px and 8p||. Now, from the definition (11.41) we have that 

5px = ^ SB + B2 Z { | dudw u 8f,. (11.43) 

The kinetic equations (11.40) give 
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* t - -[6 
2 ^f 

1L . ^58- - ^ W > . • £ y , 8 B ] r—L—— —* 
2 m, i B ^ w - v | + u|-)dw 

(11.44) 

The parallel electric field can be computed by multiplying (11.43) by e t /m ( , 

integrating, summing over the species and imposing charge neutrality 

» . = -: 
0,2 

l u ® - 1 ! * ^ +^v»+«^x«B (11.45) 

where 

n,m " S.&P «.n 
J * n = dudw 

df. 

w-,v1 + »JL)3w 

However, dotting Eq. (II.28c) by y ,̂ we can see that the coefficient of I l i0 in 

(11.45) vanishes. Thus, substituting back in (11.43) we obtain 

5pi=[^+BB]SB, 
D 

« = B(Itf + Iu
2 / V 

(II.46a) 

(II.46b) 

Substituting (11.46) in (11.33) and using (11.33-34) to eliminate 5p(|, we 

obtain the GCP analogue of the equation for the magnetosonic manifolds: 

u2-(l-A)5n-(^--5a)K = 0, 
P P P 

K= [1 +?£L + B 9 ( U ) ] . 
B2 

(11.47) 

This looks very different from the equations found in the fluid models. The 
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presence of the complex Cauchy integrals in the funcion 0, indicates that, in 

general, the time-dependent problem is not hyperbolic, and implies wave 

damping due to phase mixing [53,54]. Howeve-, dividing the last factor of 

(II.8) by u2 - vs
2 (Bn/B)2 , the MHD expression for the magnetosonic 

manifolds can be rewritten as 

R 2
 D 2 R 2 

P P P 

which is more easily comparable with the GCP expression (with A = 0). The 

difference with (11.47) is now seen to lie in the term in square brackets in 

(11.48), which replaces the kinetic function K. As shown in Refs. [34,52], the 

comparison can be pushed further and K (and other kinetic integrals) has 

exact counterparts in the fluid models. 

In the axisymmetric equilibrium problem, where the kinetic integrals 

are real [13], the MHD analogue of K can be written as 

KM H D= 1- pMp2/(p-Mp2) (11.49) 

where Mp is the poloidal Mach number defined in (11.17). Eq. (11.49) shows 

that KMHD = 1 + 0(B) almost eveywhere, except in a small region around the 

sound speed (Mp
2 =B) where it diverges. It is this resonance which allows 

KMHD to go to zero at the cusp point Mp
2 =p7(l + B). Just after the cusp 

transition, KMHD is small and negative, giving rise to the first hyperbolic 

region. A similar behaviour occurs in GCP if the kinetic function 8 shows 

the same resonance at the sound speed. However, as will be shown in the 

following, this only happens for pathological distribution functions, and 

therefore the cusp transition and the first hyperbolic region are completely 

removed in the guiding center plasma. 

u 
v2

 R 2 

Bz 

] = 0. 01.48) 
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CHAPTERm. CYLINDRICAL STABILITY WITH FLOWS 

In this chapter, the linear stability of cylindrical equilibria with 

arbitrary mass flows is investigated. This is of immediate interest for 

configurations such as pinches, where cylindrical geometry is a good 

approximation in many problems. From the point of view of tokamak 

physics, it is a good way to develop intuition before facing the difficult 

problem of axisymmetric stability. 

It is shown that, both in the model (11.25-27), which includes MHD and 

CGL, and in the GCP model, the cylindrical linear stability problem with 

flows reduces to a second order ordinary differential equation in the radial 

variable (i.e the variable normal to the equilibrium magnetic surfaces), 

similar to the Hain-Lust equation [36] of static MHD. This equation is used to 

study the effect of equilibrium flows on the continua and on the stability of 

localized mode*. :n the different models. 

IH.l Linearized equations 

Linearization of the Eqs. (II.25a-c), which are common to the fluid 

models and the GCP model, about an equilibrium with mass flows gives 

dt2 at -

Eft] = - B x V x Q - Q x V x B +V.{p|(vV)Y - pv(Y-V)|}, 

Q - B j = Vx( |xf i ) . 
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Here, £. is the Lagrangian displacement (i.e., the displacement of a fluid 

element moving with the equilibrium flow), p, B. and y_ are equilibrium 

quantities and the subscript "1" denotes Eulerian perturbed quantities. 

In the following, we will also use Lagrangian perturbations, such as 

Sy. = Xi + frV i = (3t + x V) £, (III.2a) 

«P = Pi + i-Vp = • P V-1, (III.2b) 

6fi = Q + £VB_ = £ V £ - B_V £. (III.2c) 

In the fluid models, using the equations of state (11.24), ]?i can be expressed 

in terms of £ . In MHD, for example, we have 

V-E! = VPl = - VCypV£ + ^Vp), (III.3) 

and (III.l) reduces to the expression given by Frieman and Rotenberg [18]. In 

GCP, instead, £j must be computed by linearizing the kinetic equations 

(11.40), and depends, in general, also from d£/dt. 

Since the time does not appear explicitly in (III.l), normal mode 

solutions exist, with a time dependence of the form exp(icot). This gives, in 

general, an eigenvalue problem of the form 

-po) 2 | + 2i(opyV| = F [ | ] + G[co,|], (III.4) 

which reduces to a quadratic eigenvalue problem in the MHD and CGL 

models, where G = G [£]. 

Before discussing cylindrical stability, it is of interest to look at the 

component of tht linearized equation of motion parallel to the equilibrium 
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magnetic field. In the MHD model, dotting (III.4) by B and using (III.3), the 

equilibrium force balance and mass continuity, we find 

Bp(ico + i V ) 2 | + (px-Vx).oB = BV(vpV-|). (m.5) 

For a static equilibrium (y. = 0), at marginal stability <o = 0, the left hand side 

of this equation vanishes, showing that at marginal stability V•£ = 0. On the 

other hand, for equilibria with flows, at marginal stability Im (o = 0, the left 

hand side of (III.5) is in general nonzero and the marginal perturbations are 

compressible. 

III.2 Cylindrical stability: the radial eigenvalue problem 

Here, the eigenvalue problem (III.4) is cast as a second order radial 

equation in the case of cylindrical equilibria. Cylindrical coordinates (r,8,z) 

are used, where z is in the longitudinal direction, 8 is the azimuthal angle, 

and r is in the radial direction. 

In this geometry, the only equilibrium equation which is not trivially 

satisfied is the radial component of the force balance 

with 

o = 1 - A = 1 - (p„ - pJ/B2. (Ill .6b) 

Due to symmetry, all the equilibrium quantities are functions of r only, and 

the equilibrium magnetic surfaces are surfaces at r = const. 

We first treat the fluid part of the calculation, leaving the pressure 
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unspecified. This allows us to substitute the different models for the parallel 

motion and compare the results simply by substituting different forms for 

three coefficients into the second order radial equation. 

OI.2.1 Fluid calculation 

Assuming an exp[i(ot + m9 - kz)J dependence for the perturbed 

variables, we obtain from (III.l) using (III.2b-c) 

A$ + f [r$ -d-(qBe-Pv9) . 5poB^pv|j + 2 j l £ x ^ 
— rdr r

2 p r r -

.2 

= Vp. -(iFB-^r)(5c + ^ P ) , 
r P 

where 

(HI.7a) 

P* = P±i + B_Q (III.7b) 

A = pa? -oF2, (IH.7c) 

T = cFBe - p &ve> (III.7d) 

F = k- E = k„ B = mBg/r - kBz, (HI.7e) 

65=(i)+ky.=<i> + mVr - kvz. (IIT.7f) 

Here, r and z denote unit vectors in the r and z directions, respectively, p* is 

the perturbation in the total perpendicular pressure and w is the Doppler 

shifted frequency. In Eq. (III.7), all the information about the parallel 
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dynamics is contained in Sp, p. and So. The perturbed magnetic field has 

been eliminated except for the parallel component SB appearing in So. 

The displacement is decomposed according to 

Simple consequences of (m.2b) and (III.2c) are 

BSB = iEB$x - ^ - ^ ( ^ • ^ r » VR-toi) 

f - * - * * •;$«-• (nuM 

with 

E = mB^r • kBe = f (k x fi) = kxB. (III.9c) 

The equation of motion (III.7a), written in component form, reads 

,OB! -pvL B ! 2TB. 
dr r 2 r 2 B i F

 r 

8p, v2 a^L 2iTB,t 

P F
2 rB L 

2 

= ^1 + ^ t 8 | + i ( 0 p i . op| + 2AB5B), (111.10) 

AB^1 = ^ ? * ^ - iEp. , (TIL11) 
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p52GFB$|! + ?Hr) F2(AB5B-5pB + ^ r ) , 011.12) 

where 

X = v9- o>B«/F 011.13) 

is related to the crossfield flow of the equilibrium. Substituting (III.9b) in the 

parallel momentum equation 011.12), we can eliminate 4n anc* obtain a 

relation between the perturbations in parallel pressure, density and 

magnetic field: 

kJ(8Pl |-AB5B-^r) = pS 2 (^-^) on.i4) 

m.2.2 Parallel dynamics 

To close the system 011.10-12), we must express 8p and 5p± in terms of 

SB and of the radial displacement £r. In the GCP model, this must be done by 

linearizing the kinetic equations (11.40). After some algebra, we find 

5f . ( Y . - B - V B , ) , i a f 0 t 

B 2 k.i ** 

L n ^ E . . + i k l . ( l - ^ ^ 5 B 
X, ot 

co + kiw-Vno) ^w 
= 0 , (111.15) 

where V|(0 is the equilibrium mass velocity along the field lines. The parallel 

motion is driven primarily by the force on a magnetic dipole and a fluid force 

from equilibrium flow perpendicular to the magnetic field. that originates 
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The curvature term drops out when 8p and 8px are calculated: 

(6p, 8p±) = B £ I (1, uB) 8f8dudw (111.16) 

By eliminating the parallel electric field, as in Chapter II, the perturbations 

in px and p can be expressed in terms of the perturbations in magnetic field 

strenght and in a "centrifugal potential" connected with the plasma flow: 

8 Px-2Pi^? = <*iB5B - a2^7-$r» <m.l7) B 

5 P - P f = a3p£& . f l 4 P | ! ^ an.18) 

where: 

a.i = B (I2>o - Ii,i Ii,i / Io,2)» 

a2 = a3 = vA
2(Iif0-Ii,iIoti/Io,2). 

a4 = Bpi (I0,o -10>110il /10>2), (111.19) 

with 

I „ „ = X ( ^ ) ° V J „ . j j - ^ - ^ d ^ d w , (.11.20, 

where 

V„ = - (6/k,, (111.21) 
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is the parallel phase velocity in the frame moving with the plasma. 

In the fluid models, 5p and 8px must be computed from the equations of 

state. Differentiating the equations (11.24) we can express 5pjj± in terms of 

5p and SB 

5P|u = VA2 Piu 6P + B aIU 8 B • 

Substituting the expression of 8p(| in (III.14) and solving for Sp gives the fluid 

counterpart of Eq. (III. 18). The fluid analogue of (III. 17) can then be obtained 

from the expression of 8px, by replacing the expression of 8p. This allows to 

identify the fluid expressions of a1 -a4 . It can be seen easily that in the fluid 

models the symmetry a2 = a3 is a consequence of the condition (11.27). Using 

this condition, we obtain finally 

ax = -2px/B2 + a x + p j l + a2), 

a2 = a3 = PxVAa4> a4 = 1 . (m.22) 
V P-P . . V A 

m.2.3 Plasma response in GCP, MHD and CGL. 

For a plasma in local thermodynamic equilibrium (p(| = Pi = p, pc = Pi = 

p/2, and Maxwellian distributions) the coefficients (III. 19) are given by 

« i - B 2 U . + X, 2(%e + X i ) ^ 

^ C e X j ^ a 0 (HI.23a) 

where 
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X - l + C Z © . C « - M ,«• , (III.23b) 

and Z is the Fried-Conte plasma dispersion function [55]. The form (111.23) 

for the coefficients is assumed for numerical examples throughout this 

chapter and leads to strong kinetic damping of the ion sound and slow 

magnetoacoustic waves. Sound waves of a hydrodynamic character can, of 

course, be recovered in a nonisothermal plasma with Te » Tj. 

It is of interest to compare the plasma responses of the various models. 

The coefficients in the limit of small phase velocity, I Vp I « vthi are 

GCP 

MHD 

CGL 

-fli 

2Pi2/ppB2 

2p/B2 

Pi2/3p„B2 

- 0 2 

Pl/P» 

1 

Pi/3p|, 

-a 4 

P/Pll 

p/fl> 

P/3P|| 

Table III.I 

Here, it has been assumed that the electron and ion temperatures are equal, 

but not isotropic, and the distributions have been taken as bi-Maxwellians. 

Table III.I shows that the CGL equations reproduce the same type of 

dependence on Pj/Pu as the guiding center model; however, the numerical 

coefficient are incorrect. This is not surprising, since the CGL equations 

ignore the heat fluxes along the field lines and only apply in the limit of large 
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phase velocity. It is more surprising and of more significance that, for 

isotropic equilibria, MHD with the adiabatic index y set to unity exactly 

reproduces the GCP coefficients when the parallel phase velocity is zero. It 

follows that for static equilibria (with finite shear) MHD, but not CGL, gives 

the same marginal point as GCP. The reason for the inaccuracy of the 

double-adiabatic approximation is the neglect of the heat flow along the 

magnetic field, which means that the temperatures cannot equilibrate along 

the field lines, contrary to the case of zero phase velocity in GCP and MHD 

with y= 1. 

In general, when the equilibrium has mass flows, the parallel phase 

velocity is nonzero. In the fluid models the coefficients a! through a4 have 

singularities when the phase velocity equals the sound speed. These 

singularities are smeared out in GCP, and the GCP coefficients have large 

imaginary parts due to wave-particle resonance for parallel phase velocities 

around the thermal speed, which introduce damping in the macroscopic 

system. To emphasize the difference between GCP, MHD, and CGL, Fig. 

III.l shows 1 + o^iVp), which gives the density response to a perturbation in 

magnetic field strength. We note (a) the unphysical resonance and the 

absence of an imaginary part in the fluid models, (b) that CGL deviates from 

GCP already in the static case Vp = 0 (it coincides with GCP in the limit of 

large phase velocity, where the effect of heat fluxes is negligible), and (c) that 

for small but finite phase velocity, the MHD coefficient not only ignores the 

dominant imaginary part, but also gives the sign opposite to that of GCP for 

the real part. It is obvious that fluid models can give spurious results for 

equilibria with mass flows, in particular, when the phase velocity of a mode 

is near the ion thermal speed. 
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l + a 2 

3 t 

2 -

1 -

0 

- 1 • 

CGL 

GCP 

/ \ GCP 

CGL 

VD(p/p)1/2 

Fig. III.l Density response to perturbations in magnetic field strenght as a 

function of the parallel phase velocity for GCP, MHD and CGL. 

The solid lines give the real parts and the dashed lines the 

imaginary parts (= 0 for the fluid models). 

IIL2.4 The radial eigenvalue problem 

Given the expressions (III.17-18) for 8p and 8plf we can now close the 

system (111.10-12) and derive a pair of first order equations for £r and p*. We 

first substitute the expression (III. 17) for 5px into the definition of p* and 

obtain 

p. = KB 8B + H %JT, (111.24) 
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with 

K = 1 + 2 px/B2 + ah H = oBe2 - pve
2 - a2 pX2. (111.25) 

According to (111.24), K may be interpreted as the perturbation in total 

perpendicular pressure p± + B2/2 due to a unit perturbation in magnetic 

pressure B2/2. 

An equation for d^/dr is obtained directly from (III. 24) using (III.9a) 

for 5B and (III. 11) for £x, and dp./dr is computed from the radial equation of 

motion (KI.IO) [substituting (111.14), (111.17-18) and (111.24)]. Thus we finally 

obtain a radial eigenvalue problem of the same form of the MHD system 

derived by Appert et al. [23] 

f i ^ r ) = C14r-C2p,, 
dr 

dp, 
(111.26) 

= C 3 $ r - C l P , . 
dr 

The coefficients in (111.26) are given by 

C^-M-^+B' + g), (III.27a) 
rB? 

1 _ ^2 V A e K' 

C2 = M-^T + i)> (III.27b) 
Bz '2 -,2* A ' K' 

C3=A+rf(^i)-^-a4^ 
d r V ^ ' r 2 B 2 A

 4
 r2 

„2 R3 
+ - ^ - ( ^ r + ^|(BeA + 4FT)). (m.27c) 

r2B2 K F2 

By eliminating p. in (III.26), one obtains the corresponding Hain-Lust 
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equation: 

drrC 2 dr^ r dr|rC2rC2 ^ r4r = 0. 

Equations (111.25-27) give the MHD [35], CGL and GCP [56] eigenvalue 

problems by substitution of the appropriate coefficients alta2 anda4.The 

system is manifestly Hamiltonian in r£r and p.. This property would be lost if 

the symmetry a2 - a3 [for the fluid models, condition (11.27)] was violated. 

The information concerning the parallel dynamics is contained in K, 

H, and a4 and in the fluid models these show unphysical resonances at 

sound speed. These resonances do not lead to singularity of the radial 

equation, because of interrelations between the coefficients (111.22). However, 

true singularities of the radial eigenvalue problem occur at zeros of K, 

corresponding to the slow wave continua. In the fluid models, the zeros of K 

occur for real frequences. In the MHD model, for instance, we have: 

KMHD = 1+jw[- = — § , on^a) 
V2-v2 p5V-7pF 2 

where the function 

S = (B2+7p)p©2-7pF2 (HL28b) 

vanishes for frequencies belonging to the MHD slow wave continuum.* Eq. 

(111.28) shows that KM™ has zeros at Vp
2 * vB

2/(l + p) close to its poles at 

* The usual form of the MHD eigenvalue problem [23,35] is obtained from 
(HI.2C by multiplying the equations by AS and observing that 

E2 *B2(k2 +m2/ r 2) -F2 . 
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Vp
2 = vs

2. The important difference between the fluid models and GCP is 

that with the kinetic description of the parallel motion, the poles ofaj and the 

zeros of K lie in the stable half-plane, if the distribution is locally stable. 

Hence, for real to, K9°p is uniformly 1 + 0(p). 

The slow waves behave very differently in the GCP and the fluid 

models. However, the Alfvin continuum remains essentially unchanged; 

A s p u 2 - cF2 contains no kinetic integrals. Thus the continuum frequencies 

are real (when o < 1) and at an Alfven resonance r = rA (where A = 0 and F 

* 0), £r and p« are both proportional to log(r - rA), independent of the model 

used for the parallel dynamics. However, the discrete Alfven eigenmodes 

become weakly damped in GCP. 

III.3 Local stability 

IIL3.1 The Suydam index 

In MHD, the stability of modes localized at the resonant surfaces can be 

analyzed simply from an indicial equation. To compute the characteristic 

exponents, we expand (111.26-27) around the resonant surface, r = r0, where 

F = 0, with fi> ( r0) = 0, and set 

$r = 50xv , p * = p 0 x v + \ x = r - r 0 . 

The characteristic exponent v can be written in terms of the Suydam index 

D0 as 

»-l*(J-D.)«. 

When D0 is real, as in MHD or CGL, D0 > 1/4 implies the existence of an 

infinite sequence of unstable eigenmodes [57], and D0 < 1/4 is a necessary 
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condition for stability, as shown by Suydam [36]. For the generalized system 

(111.26-27} we find 

Do . -L_(JM* { - ? ^ - 2MMe?k - 4(M|I)-
a -M 2 <(BZ

 r q B« r2 

R 2 
^ M a + M -2(Me-M)z] 
r2 

% £ a4 (M, - M)4
 + - ^ £ } , (111.29) 

r2 P r2B2 K 

where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to r. In Eq. (111.29), 

M = 1*°L = <*<*-* on JO) 
F (k-B)' 

is the differential Mach number. We have also introduced the azimuthal 

Mach number 

Me = ^ , 011.31) 

and, to connect with toroidal devices, the safety factor q = TB/RBQ, where R is 

an assumed major radius. The phase velocity 

V p = - M v A , (111.32) 

entering the arguments of the Z function in (111.29), is real. 

The MHD expression for D0 is obtained from (111.29) by substituting the MHD 

form of the coefficients «i -a4. The result is 
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MHD = _jL_(_q_)2 {.& . nmj&i - *?-(*&y 
l-M2 W r 6 r * B2 r2 

. 2 M ^ e . Mfee (i . M
2 ) + ^ (Me - M)(Me- M- MM2) 

r2 r2 r2 

2 

+ ^f — ^ — t(M0 - M) 2 + M 2(I - M 2 ) ] 2 } , mm 
r2 p-M2(l + P) 

in agreement with the expression given in Ref. [35].* Eq. (111.33) shows that 

the flow play a very significant role for stability when M2 = 1 or M2 = p/(l + p), 

i.e. when the shear of the convection balances the propagation of Alfven or 

slow waves along the sheared field: 

Qc-I)' = ±(k„vA)', M = ± l , (111.34) 

or 

(k- y.)' = ± (k„ vc)', M = ± [pV(l + p)] ^2 , (111.35) 

where vc is the cusp speed defined in (11.13). It can be seen easily that the 

resonances (111.34) and (111.35) correspond to A"(r0) = 0 and S"(r0) = 0, 

respectively [35]. The resonance with AlfV6n waves is present also in the GCP 

treatment, as can be seen from (111.29). However, in tokamaks, where vc/vA 

is small, the resonance with the slow waves is met for much weaker flows 

and the region around the critical speed M = ± [p/(l + p)] 1/2 is the more 

interesting. For flows slightly below the critical speed, Eq. (111.33) indicates 

instability independent of the pressure gradient. In general, the resonance 

conditions (111.34-35) involve the shear of the equilibrium flow. However, in 

the special case of a field-aligned flow, we find from (111.30) that 

* The MHD Suydam index was first given, in an equivalent form, by E. 
Hameiri, Ph. D. thesis, New York University, 1976. 
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M - jS_ (3Lk . B y-^*vp(^yM. 
(k-B)' Be B„ Be (kB)' 

implying that the differential Mach number coincides with the Alfvln Mach 

number (i.e., M = Me) at the resonant surface. In this case, using the 

equ'librium equation, the MHP Suydam index can be written in a simpler 

form 

.MHD 
'o S31 

D r . m /_q_|2 j ^ ,MX2P-M^(1>2P) a B ^ M ^ j ^ ^ 

r2 p - M2(l + P) 1-M 2 r 

showing that subcritical [Me
2 < &/(l + p*)l flows with Me' negative decrease 

the maximum pressure gradient that can be stably confined. 

It was shown in Ref. [35], by a boundary layer analysis, that, unless the 

Suydam frequency u)0 = - (k- y. Xr0) overlaps with a continuum at some other 

radial location, a complex characteristic exponent v (i.e., D0 > 1/4) implies 

the existence of two infinite 

sequences of instabilities. The 

eigenfrequencies lie on four straight 

lines in the complex plane and 

converge geometrically toward the 

marginal point S) =0 at k[( = 0, as 

shown schematically in Fig. III.2 

(the four lines collapse onto the 

imaginary co axis for vanishing 

flow). Correspondingly, the limiting 

solution for 4r n a s a n infinite 

number of oscillations in the vicinity 

of the resonant surface. 

Imco 

* Re(w-u)) x o 

Fig. III.2 Schematic picture showing 

the location of the eigenfrequences of the 

Suydam modes, with an accumulation 

point at e>o = - (k x )o-
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This picture is strongly modified in the guiding center model. In GCP 

the resonance with the slow waves is broadened kinetically. The slow wave 

continuum still appears through the term « K1 in Ct to C3, but the zeroes of 

K now correspond to oscillations that are damped in time. Since K 1 = 1 + 

0(B) for all real phase velocities in GCP, we can assert that the term in D0 

representing the interaction with the slow magnetoacoustic wave is small in 

a low beta plasma with sub-AlfV6nic flows. The same conclusion could have 

been drawn with less effort by adding crudely an imaginary part of order B to 

the resonant denominator B - M2 (1 + B) in (111.33). 

Furthermore, the Suydam index in GCP becomes complex whenever M 

is nonzero. As a consequence, the infinite sequence of unstable eigenmodes 

occurring in MHD no longer exists. An asymptotic analysis similar to that in 

Ref. [35] now predicts that the growth rates lie on spirals in the complex 

plane rn = i (on (r0) = T0 exp (- nn/s), n = 1,2,..., with s = (D0 > 1/4)172 complex. 

The spiral will eventually cross the real to axis and the higher modes will be 

damped. Thus, when D0 is complex, no truly asymptotic statement can be 

made concerning the existence of unstable modes. 

UL3J2 Discrete slow modes 

The MHD Suydam criterion predicts unconditional instability when M2 

approaches 6/(1 + 6) from below. As we have seen, this loss of stability does 

not occur in GCP. MHD theory also predicts [35] that, as M2 is increased just 

above 6/(1 + 6), the subsonic instabilities transform into infinite sequences of 

unstable discrete slow modes, accumulating at the edge of the slow wave 

continuum, where K has a quadratic zero in r. This has been shown both 

analytically, by a local analysis, similar to that for the Suydam modes, and by 

a numerical study. 

In the guiding center description, the slow wave continuum, K = 0, lies 
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in the stable half-plane (except at k| = 0, where it touches the real axis) and 

infinite sequences of unstable modes cannot exist, for several reasons. First, 

similar to the case for the modes localized at the resonant surface kg = 0, the 

D parameter for the siow modes, which determines the characteristic 

exponent, is complex in GCP. Consequently, the unstable sequences can at 

most be finite. Second, if an infinite sequence did exist, its accumulation 

frequency would lie in the stable half-plane. We expect that, in most cases, 

even the low order discrete slow modes that are potentially unstable in MHD 

[35] are stable in GCP, if they exist at all (of course, if a locally unstable 

particle distribution is chosen, K can have zeroes in the unstable half-plane, 

giving rise to an unstable slow wave continuum). Third, as Keep is complex, 

the equilibrium profiles for which it has a quadratic zero for any to, are a set 

of measure zero. Stated differently, the complex slow wave continua in GCP 

do not have "edges". 

We conclude that the guiding center spectrum is genuinely different 

from that of MHD with respect to anything related to the slow waves, and for 

sheared flows with nonzero M these differences have important 

consequences for stability. 

IIL&3 Numerical results 

To see numerically the effects of flows on the local modes, the growth 

rate of the most unstable mode was computed in Ref. [34J for an FRP 

(field-reversed pinchHype equilibrium varying the pressure and axial flow. 

The equilibrium, which is a modified form of the force-free Bessel function 

model analyzed by Voslamber and Callebaut [58], has minor radius a = 1, 

isotropic pressure and 
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1/2 Be = J^fcr), Bz = J0(Xr)[l - 2P0a(r0 - r)]
1/z , 

p = 1 - 0.9 r2, p = PoJoftr) o(r0 - r) , 

v e = 0 , vz = v z 0( l-r2) , 

)s0 = 2,40483 (= first zero of J ^ , X = 2.8, 011.37) 

where a now denotes the Heavyside step function. The mode has m = 1 and k 

= 2.4. The result is shown as plots of constant growth rate in Figs. 111.3(a) 

(GCP) and Ul.3(b) (MHD). 

VZ0 /VA0 

Fig. 111.3(a) Contours of equal growth-rate in GCP for the resonant mode m =1 , 

k = 2.4 on the equilibrium (111.37) with X = 2.8. 
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UH , , 1 -1 
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 

vz0/vA0 

Fig. 111.3(b) Contours of equal growth-rate in MHD for the same resonant 

mode as in (a). 

As noted in Ref. [351, MHD gives very pessimistic predictions for 

marginal stability when the flow is about sonic. However, Fig. 111.3(b) shows 

that the growth rate of the flow driven instability can be extremely small and 

clearly outside the region where ideal MHD is reliable. By contrast, GCP 

predicts that the flow somewhat increases the pressure gradient stable to 

local modes. It also makes the marginal stability boundary more sharply 

defined at finite flow speed, as it is seen from the piling up of the growth rate 

contours with increasing v2 in Fig. 111.3(a). 

The main difference between the stability diagrams 111.3(a) and ITI 3(b) 

is that the region around the sound speed, which is weakly unstable even for 

small pressure gradients in MHD, becomes stable in the guiding center 
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description. However, also at higher growth rate, 102, GCP and MHD give 

opposite results with respect to the influence of flow on the allowable 

pressure gradient. Thus, in GCP, sheared flows can be favorable for local 

stability, due, in part, to the effect of kinetic damping. 

IIL3.4 Large aspect ratio limit 

For toroidal devices, the Suydam criterion must be replaced by the 

Mercier criterion [37], which still remains to be worked out in the presence of 

mass flow. However, certain information relevant to tokamaks can be 

obtained from the Suydam criterion (III.29) by considering a large aspect 

ratio ordering, p = 0(e2), Be/Bz = 0(e). It is seen directly from the GCP 

expression for D0 that sonic flows [i.e. we assume that M, Me = 0(e)] only 

give 0(e2) contribution to D0, and for tokamaks with q of the order or larger 

than one, these must be discarded because of the ordering. (Notably the same 

conclusion cannot be drawn in the fluid models, because of the unphysical 

resonance with the slow magnetoacoustic wave.) 

However, for Alfv6nic flows [M, Me= 0(1)], D0 will be of order unity also 

in GCP and, consequently, relevant information can be extracted from 

(111.29). [It must be remembered, however, that the assumed ordering 

implies pvz
2 /Bz

2 =0(1), and that, in a torus, such flows can cause ballooning 

instability because of the toroidal curvature]. In the lowest order, only three 

terms in (111.29) contribute 

1-M2 rq'Be
 q 

. r3 (M|B |y _ 04 B2 ( M m 4 J ^ ^ 

r2 P 
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The second term in square brackets is essentially that which determines the 

stability of a unmagnetized fluid between two rotating cylinders, where the 

angular frequency V^T must increase outward for ideal stability [8J. From the 

properties of the Z function [or by using the fluid equivalent (111.22)3, we see 

that a4 = -p/p for M2 « p and a4 = -p/B2 M2 for M2 » p. Thus the term 

involving a4 can be discarded by order of magnitude, except when M2 < (J and 

M - Me is of 0(e). In this case, the real part of a4 is negative, and the a4 term 

is destabilizing. (In the opposite case, M2 » p, the term is stabilizing but 

small.) When this term is neglected, (111.38) can be written in a more 

transparent form 

D? H r (-3-) V j «* % Pv.vj 011.39) 

c.-

To be more explicit, we now assume that Be, Bz and vz are positive and the 

flow profile is monotonic with vz vanishing at the edge, so that vz' < 0. 

According to (111.39), this implies that azimuthal flow in the range 

-2Bepvz'p'B < ve < 0 is stabilizing when p' < 0. Thus the flow must be Alfv6nic 

and have a pitch that is opposite to that of the magnetic field to give an 0(1) 

contribution to D0. It is clear from (111.39) that the normal inward density 

gradient is destabilizing in the presence of azimuthal flow. 
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CHAFTERIV. AXISYMMETRIC EQUILIBRIUM 

In axisymmetric toroidal geometry, the MHD equilibrium equations 

with flow can be reduced [12,15,29] to a second order, quasilinear, partial 

differential equation for the magnetic flux, analogous to the Grad-Shafranov 

equation of static equilibrium, coupled with five algebraic relations 

expressing conservation laws. Dobrott and Greene [13] accomplished a 

similar reduction for the guiding center equilibrium equations. 

Here, a general analysis will be given that includes tensor pressure 

satisfying (11.27), which will be compared with the GCP system. This allows 

to study the combined effect of flows and anisotropic pressure, which, up to 

now, have been considered separately, using different models (see, e.g. Refs. 

[59,60] for a discussion of static equilibria with tensor pressure). 

Then, the ellipticity conditions for the generalized Grad-Shafranov 

equation are briefly discussed, to show that the conditions obtained in 

Chapter II by the general analysis of the characteristics apply to the problem 

of toroidal equilibrium. In particular, the conditions under which the first 

hyperbolic region exists in the GCP model are investigated. 

Finally, the poloidal variation of the equilibrium quantities, such as the 

mass density, on the magnetic surfaces, due to flow and pressure anisotropy 

is studied in detail in the different models. This is of considerable interest, 

due to the experimental observation [3,5] of systematic anomalies of the 

density and electron temperature profiles in tokamaks with large mass 

flows. 
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IV.1 Basic equations 

The plasma is assumed to evolve according to (11.25-27). Equations of 

state of the form 

P|U = P1U(P.B,V) (IV.l) 

are considered, where y is the magnetic flux. 

We now show that the relation (11.27) between the derivatives of the 

pressures with respect to p and B is necessary for energy conservation. If we 

take the scalar product of the equation of motion (II.25b) with the velocity y_, 

then the pressure term gives the work done on the plasma. This can be 

written as 

Y.-V- £ = V [ P l i + A (y.-BJB ] + (p„/p) dp/dt - (AB) dB/dt, (IV.2) 

where the definition of £ , the continuity equation and Faraday's law have 

been used. When (IV.2) is integrated over a fluid element, the divergence 

term, corresponding to V[ £ y. ], gives the work done by pressure on the 

surface of the element, while the remaining terms give the variation of the 

internal energy U. Therefore, in order to get energy conservation en each 

fluid element, U must satisfy 

pdll = Ell^.ABdE (rV.3) 
K dt p dt dt 

For equations of state of the form (IV.l), U = U(p,B,v) and (IV.3) implies 

V B ' V P2 ' 3 B ; ^ P ' 
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(In CGL, using the double-adiabatic equations of state (11.23), this gives U = 

Pi/P + P/2p.) 

The relation (11.27) is then simply obtained as the integrability condition 

for the system (IV.4), i.e, d2U/8pdB = 32 U/dB3p. 

For equations of state of the form (IV. 1), satisfying the integrability 

condition, the parallel component of the equation of motion (II.25b) can be 

rewritten, after some algebra, as 

•>£(ir> - E v<fw>' ( I V - 5 > 

with 

W = W(p,B,V) = U + ̂ , (IV.© 
P 

showing that J y.B_ d3x is conserved on each flux tube. The function W is the 

thermodynamic enthalpy for an adiabatic plasma. Equation (IV.5) allows to 

find a Bernoulli law [12,15,29] in axisymmetric equilibrium configurations. 

IV.2 Axisymmetric equilibrium problem 

In this section we discuss equilibrium (dt = 0) solutions of the system 

(11.25-27), for pressures of the form (IV. 1). We consider axisymmetric 

toroidal geometry and use cylindrical coordinates (r,<|>,z) centered on the 

main axis of the torus (see. Fig. II. 1), where r is the distance from the axis 

and <{> is the ignorable coordinate 0/d<|) = 0). The magnetic field B is written as 

B = Bp + E* = V0 x V\|/(r,z) + I(r,z) Vfc (IV.7) 
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where Bp and fi^ are the poloidal and toroidal magnetic fields, respectively, 

y is the poloidal magnetic flux and I is the poloidal current flux. 

Due to flux conservation, the equilibrium velocity y_ must lie in the 

magnetic surfaces. This is true also for a three-dimensional equilibrium 

with well defined flux surfaces [29]. In axisymmetric geometry, Faraday's 

law and mass continuity give for y the well known representation: 

v = ^M.B+V<!>, Vs-r<|>E . (IV.8) 

The velocity is determined by two free functions of y: yy(v), which is the 

poloidal flux of the momentum py_, and <t>E(v)> which is the electric 

potential. In (IV.8), V measures the flow induced by the electric field. V = 0 

(i.e. <t>E' = 0) gives a field-aligned flow, while VM' = 0 corresponds to a pure 

toroidal rotation, with frequency <|>E'(V), of each flux surface. 

Equations for I, p and y are obtained, instead, from the components of 

the force balance in the direction of $ , b and Vy, respectively, in the same 

way as for the MHD case [12,15,29]. The main steps in the derivation of the 

equilibrium system with flow and anisotropic pressure are given in 

Appendix A. The system can be written as: 

pvp 

B " - m 
= < M dV.9a) 

!• . t i l l 
n 9 = <t>E<V), ( IV.9b) 
P r 

T l * r2VM<t>E = W (IV.9c) 

iiyJT~ ' 2{T**)2 + W ( P ' B ' V ) " H ^ ' ( I V-9 d ) 
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r dy r dy 

where vp and v^ are the projections of y_ in the poloidal and toroidal 

directions, respectively, and the prime means derivative with respect to y. 

The function x is given by: 

x = l - A - M p , Mp = ^ - , (IV.10) 

where Mp is the poloidal AlfV6n Mach number defined in (11.18). The 

equilibrium system is completed by Eq. (IV. 1) and by the equations (IV.6) and 

(IV.4) for W, which can be combined to give 

<?>M-;k §>„-?<*-«. 

with the quantities (a,p)n L given by (11.26). The six functions yM , <J>E, IM , 

HM, 3p(/3v, dW/dy (one more than in MHD, due to pressure anisotropy) can 

be given arbitrarily. 

Once the function W is known, Eq. (IV.9d), which is similar to Bernoulli 

law, can be regarded as an equation for the local mass density p. In MHD 

and CGL this relation is algebraic. For general equations of state, it may not 

be possible to express W analytically, but its existence is ensured by Eq. 

(11.27), which is also the integrability condition for the system (IV. 11). 

Finally, Eq. (IV.9e) is a second order, quasi-linear, partial differential 

equation for iff, analogous to the Grad-Shafranov equation of static MHD. 
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IV.2.1 MHD and CGL equilibria 

The MHD and the CGL equilibrium systems are special cases of (IV.9). 

The MHD system is obtained by putting p̂  = px= p = S(v)pr, where S is an 

arbitrary function of y. For the double-adiabatic system we have px = Sx(y)pB 

and p( = S|(y)p3 /B2 , with S±jH arbitrary functions of y. In both models the 

equations of state are of the form (TV.l) and satisfy the integrability condition 

(11.27). The corresponding expressions for W are found from (IV.6) 

W - J L E w -Pl+a^i (Win 
WMHD " — f p • WnsL " p +

 2 p - ( V 1 } 

A general expression for the variation of the mass density along the field 

lines can be obtained from Eqs. (IV.9d) and (TV. 11): 

dp_ = ( 1 . _ l i _ ^ ) i f f i + ^ Z d ^ . (ry.13) 
P B -M2 B 6 -M2 V 

Pll J»p p„ mp 

[The differential along a field line is denoted here by a "d" and will 

sometimes referred to as the parallel gradient]. The MHD and CGL 

expressions are then obtained by substituting in (IV. 13) the respective 

values of BH. 

IV.2.2 The GCP equilibrium. 

In this section we discuss the GCP equilibrium and compare with the 

formulation (IV.9). We recall some of the results given by Dobrott and 

Greene [13], to which the reader is referred for more details. 

At equilibrium, in axisymmetric geometry, the kinetic equations (11.40) 

are solved by f8 = f8 (n,H8 ,y), with the pseudo-Hamiltonians Ha defined by 
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H« = J< w - l f V ) + ̂ + m H - V (IV14) 

The parallel gradients of the mass density and of the pressures can be 

expressed, using the definitions (11.41) and elimination of Ey by charge 

neutrality as in Chap. II, as 

^ „ ( l + < L t ) d & . ^ V d V , 
P P B p 

with 

Jo /-» ^H. 

(IV. 15) 

d P l = (2p^ + C.) d|- - C+ VdV , (IV.16) 

dp,, = (Pi-Px* Mp
2v2C+)d£.. (p-MjirJC,) VdV . (IV.17) 

The kinetic functions C+ , Ct and C* are given by 

c + s I8c{>1 - ( 2 , lLc a > 1 ) ( I { 1 L C 8 P ) / I { ( ixfc^o , av.18) 

c, ^ Z s c 8 P - (X, ^ c J > 0 ) 2 / Z 8 ( ^ ) 2 c e p , av.i9) 

C. S 1 ,0 , , - (Z 8 ^-C 8 > 1 )Vl { (^ ) 2 C, 0 , (IV.20) 

Cs^ = B"T 1 | dun" I d w - i . (IV.21) 

The variation of p, px and py across the flux surfaces, which is not relevant to 

the present analysis, is given explicitly in Ref. [13]. 

We note that Eq. (IV. 15) for dp has the same form of Eq. (IV. 13). Thus, 
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GCP gives a particular expression for the coefficents of dB and dV in Eq. 

(P/.13). If Cj,V # 0, we can solve for dV and eliminate it in favour of dB and 

dp in the expressions (IV. 16-17) for the pressures gradients. By virtue of this 

transformation of variables, the GCP model allows to express the pressures 

as functions of p,B and y, which means that GCP gives definite equations of 

state for the axisymmetric equilibrium problem. It is easy to verify that the 

transformed expression for the pressures satisfy the integrability condition 

(11.27). As a consequence, a function W exists and the Bernoulli law (IV.9d) 

is valid also in GCP. Thus, the equilibrium description that we have 

developed, also includes the guiding center model, although (IV. 1) is not the 

natural form for the kinetic calculation. 

We will complete the analysis of the equilibrium system using the 

general formulation. Then the results for different models can be obtained 

simply by replacing the corresponding values of the three "thermodynamic" 

functions ax, 3^ and pjj, which determine the gradients of the pressures and 

of the mass density in the magnetic surfaces according to Bernoulli's law. 

The values of these quantities in MHD, CGL and GCP are given in Table IV.I 

GCP 

&L C+ /C, 

P„ Mp2 - p2/B2C, 

ax [2p1 + C*-(C+/Ci)(p + •C+)J/B
2 

CGL 

P±/B* 

3p,/B2 

P±/B2 

MHD 

7P/B2 

yp/B2 

0 

Table IV.I 
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However, the difference between the fluid and the GCP approaches 

emerges more clearly by doing the inverse transformation, i.e., writing the 

fluid expressions corresponding to the kinetic integrals C+ , C, and C. , 

which determine the density and pressure gradients in the "GCP variables" 

B, V and y. The expressions for C+ , Ct are obtained immediatly comparing 

Eqs. (IV. 13) and (IV.15), and that for C* can be obtained from the parallel 

gradient of the perpendicular pressure, using Eq. (IV. 13) to eliminate dp. 

We have therefore an equivalent set of coefficients, given by: 

—* -» ^—r , (IV.22a) 

C, 

B 2 P „ - M 5 ' 
(TV.22b) 

% -* - % + <x± + P ± ( l - _ ± L - ) . (TV.220 
B2 B 2 p„ - M* 

In the fluid models px and P|( are always positive quantities and the 

coefficients in (IV.22) diverge for sonic flows, Mp
2 = pB, similarly to the 

analogous coefficients ax -a4 of the cylindrical stability calculation. As will 

be shown in the next section, and was anticipated in II.3, this singularity is 

at the origin of the first hyperbolic region in the Grad-Shafranov equation, for 

the MHD and the double-adiabatic models. 

Looking more closely at the GCP expressions of the coefficients (IV.22), 

we find that, in the case of a single ion species with charge lei , using the 

definitions (IV. 18-20) and charge neutrality, the quantities C+ and Cv can be 

rewritten as 
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X.P'4 r c = p rp_, 
y (P!>! 
^ c* 

where we have indicated ions and electrons by ± respecvtively, and C0*, C]1 

are given in (IV.21). In order to produce the resonant behaviour exhibited at 

Mp
2 = fl| by the fluid models, the denominators of the right hand sides of the 

expressions (TV.23) must vanish. This is possible only if the functions Co for 

ions and electrons have opposite signs. However, by inspection of the 

definition (IV.21), it is immediately seen that Co* are negative definite for 

distribution functions with dflBH <0 and the integrals C+ and C, remains 

finite (the same result holds also for C) . In other words, in GCP the MHD 

resonance at sound speed occurs only if the ion distribution has either 

sufficiently large regions with dfldti > 0, or positive jumps. 

IV.3 On the solubility at the equilibrium system 

In this section we discuss the well posedness of the equilibrium system, 

i.e. we look for the conditions on the flow and the pressure anisotropy under 

which the equations for the mass density, Eq.(IV.9dj, and for the magnetic 

field, Eq. (Iv.9c), can be solved along the Held lines. We shall also determine 

the conditions under which the generalized Grad-Shafranov equation for y, 

Eq. (IV.9e), is elliptic. 

IV.3.1 TTie characteristic determinant 

The type of the equilibrium system is determined by the differential 

operator on the left hand side of Eq. (IV.9e). This can change from elliptic to 

2 
Cf = ^ — - , (IV.23) 

y <P!>! 

* c* 
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hyperbolic, due to the presence of the function t, which depends on I V\y | 

through p, B and the pressures. Following the analysis of Hameiri [29] for 

the MHD case, we observe that the second order derivative of y are the same 

as in xV2 y + x Vy• V | V\|/|2, where x = 9x /d I Vy |2. In cylindrical coordinates 

this becomes [x + 2 x Qr\y)2] 92
ry + 4 x 3ry dzy d2

ny + [x + 2 x Qzy)2l d2
zy. The 

characteristic determinant D, which is the determinant of the matrix formed 

of the coefficients of the second order derivatives, is therefore given by 

D = x2(l+2|V\jf|2 x/x). (IV.24) 

The equation is elliptic (hyperbolic) if D>0 (D< 0). The derivative x can be 

computed from the Eq. (IV.9c), using Bernoulli law to eliminate the density 

gradient. In GCP variables the resulting expression for D is very simple: 

D=x2B2 K , (IV.25a) 
B„x + B2K 

P 9 

with 

K s l + w^rV ov-w BV3B 

The ellipticity (hyperbolicity) condition is given by the positivity (negativity) of 

the fraction in (IV.25a). The GCP result, where K = 1 + (2px + C*)/B2 was 

obtained by Dobrott and Greene [13]. 

In the fluid models K can be expressed using Eq. (IV.22c), giving: 

K = 1 + 0,.+ p±( l ^ L - ) . (IV=26) 
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Then, in the absence of flows, the equilibrium is elliptic for arbitrary poloidal 

and toroidal magnetic fields if the fire-hose condition (11.31) and the mirror 

condition (11.36) are satisfied. As the expression of the characteristic 

determinant does not contain explicitly the toroidal flow, these conditions 

also guarantee ellipticity for anisotropic equilibria with arbitrary toroidal 

rotation. They are certainly satisfied in tokamaks, where p is at most of the 

order of the inverse aspect ratio. Thus, the equilibrium problem remains 

elliptic for Tokamaks with toroidal flow and anistropic pressure. 

Next, we consider the case Mp * 0. In analogy with the discussion at the 

end of Chapter II, we see from (27) that when the poloidal flow approaches 

the parallel poloidal sound speed (i.e. Mp
2 approaches |3(|> from below, K 

decreases, goes through zero at 

2 

Mf = P* S p„ ^ , (IV.27) 
1 + ct i+Pi 

and becomes negative for p* < Mp
2 < P||. In the fluid models the behaviour of 

the denominator of (IV.25) around the sound speed is similar to that of K. 

However, the zero and the change of sign occurs for a value of Mp
2 slightly 

larger than P*, giving rise to a small interval where D is negative. This is the 

first hyperbolic region of the equilibrium. To see that in detail, we rewrite D, 

using the Eq. (IV.26), as 

D = x V a + a ^ p j — — p- , (IV.28) 
B X - X M 2

P + Y 

with 

X = B 2 J l + a 1 + p i) +Bj ( l -A + p | |), 
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Y = B2,(l + aL + P_L)P* + B*P | |(l-A), 

which is obtained by eliminating the term P|( - Mp
2 from the numerator and 

the denominator of (IV.25a). 

The characteristic determinant vanishes for Mp
2 = p* and Mp

2 = 1 - A. 

Eq. (FV.28) gives, of course, the same results for ellipticity as the expression 

(11.38) for the characteristic angle. If P* < 1 - A, which is certainly true for 

tokamaks, there are two elliptic regions for 0 < Mp
2 < p* and M8

2 < Mp
2 < 

Mf
2, where M8f are the roots of the denominator in (IV.28), separated by a 

narrow hyperbolic region for )3* < Mp
2 < Ms

 2, and a second hyperbolic 

region for Mp
2 > Mf

 2. It may be noted that in the small region between Mg
2 

and P|| both K and the denominator of (IV.25a) are negative, giving an elliptic 

equilibrium. The well known MHD expression for the characteristic 

determinant can be obtained by setting a = X = 1+p, p* = p/(l+p) and 

Y=p=7p/B2 in (IV.28). 

Thus for tokamak equilibria (p* < 1 - A), pressure anisotropy, in the fluid 

models, only introduces the mirror and fire-hose conditions conditions 

together with quantitative changes in the characteristic speeds delimiting 

the different regions. Instead, if p* > 1 - A, the behaviour of the characteristic 

determinant as a function of the flow is quite different. A sketch of D(Mp
2) for 

the CGL model, in the two cases p* < 1 - A and p* > 1 - A, is given in Fig IV. 1. 

Finally, as discussed in the previous paragraph, in the GCP model the 

kinetic function C*, appearing in the expression of K, is well behaved at the 

sound speed, except for pathological distribution functions. Therefore K is 

positive (in a low-beta plasma K = 1) and the first hyperbolic region is 

removed. 
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D D A 

Fig. IV. 1 Sketch of the characteristic determinant D as a function of the 

poloidal Mach number Mp in the double-adiabatic model for 

P* < 1 - A Geft) and P* > 1 - A (right). 

TVJ&2 The equation for the mass density 

To complete the discussion of the equilibrium system, we analyze the 

solubility conditions for Eqs. (IV.9c-d). If we take the parallel gradient of 

(IV.9c) and eliminate dl by using the definition of B, the resulting equation 

will form, together with Eq. (IV. 13), a system of two linear equations for dp 

and dB. The determinant of the coefficients of dp and dB in this system 

coincides with the denominator of the characteristic determinant in (IV.28). 

Therefore, except at the transitions between the elliptic and hyperbolic 
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regions corresponding to zeroes of the denominator, there is no additional 

complication in solving for p and B. By eliminating dp , we can solve for dB: 

dB _ j f . r i - 2 ^ 5 ^ _ - I ? * V ! B ( ^ P ) I d r , B p d l V ¥ l | ( J V 2 9 ) 
B " D 0

 U x B vA xB2 v2 p ^ B ^ v , v J r +
B 2 , V y | ) ' ( I V 2 9 ) 

where D0 = (Bp
2 T + B ,̂2 K)/B2 (not to be confused with the Suydam index of 

Chap.III). Then, to obtain the explicit variation of the mass density along 

the field lines, we must substitute this expression into Eq. (IV.13) for dp. 

However, for flow velocities in the range of the sound speed the terms 

proportional to V/vA and (V/vA)2 can be neglected (in the fluid models this is 

true far enough from the transition speeds), and the main modifications with 

respect to the static case are introduced by the factor x/D0. For sub-Alfvenic 

flows (Mp
2 « 1) and usual Tokamak betas (| A |« 1), we have that x = 1 and 

D0 = 1, so that we can assume, for a first comparison with the experiments, 

that B is unchanged by the flow and the pressure anisotropy. As a 

consequence, the relevant information for the density distribution on the 

magnetic surfaces is contained in Eq. (IV.13), with B considered as a 

decreasing function of the radius. 

IV.4 THE DENSITY ASYMMETRY 

Here we consider the effect of flows and pressure anisotropy on the 

poloidal variation of the mass density, for different models of the parallel 

dynamics. The expressions (IV.13) and (IV. 15) for dp are used and the 

magnetic field is taken as a decreasing function of radius. Therefore, the 

following analysis only holds for sub-Alfvenic flows (see the previous 

paragraph). This is not a severe restriction for the comparison with 
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experimental results. It should be noted that the point Mp
2 = 1 - A 

represents a singularity of the equilibrium problem in GCP [13] as well as 

MHD, so that the restriction to sub-Alfvenic velocities appears, indeed, as a 

necessary choice. 

To quantify in a simple way the poloidal asymmetry of the equilibrium 

quantities, we introduce for any given quantity f an asymmetry factor Af, 

defined as the normalized radial derivative of f at the radius ra of the 

magnetic axis, i.e. 

Af s 7 - ~ 0V?a)> J
a or 

where \|/a is the value of y at the magnetic axis and fa = f(ra ,\|/a). The density 

asymmetry Ap vanishes for a static MHD equilibrium. Experimental results 

where Ap is of order of unity have been reported for the density profile on PDX 

in a strongly beam-heated discharge with large toroidal rotation [5]. 

The mass density can be computed explicitly for an MHD equilibrium 

with purely toroidal flow, both for adiabatic and isothermal equations of state. 

In the case of an isothermal plasma with temperature T = T(\|/), Eq. (IV.9d) 

with yM' = 0 and W = T lnp gives the well known result 

p = p ( V ) exp [^^M] , (iv.30) 

where p(y) s exp [HM(y)/T(\j/)J. It follows from (30) that Ap = Va
2 / Ta, showing 

that in order to have Ap ~ 1, the velocity must be close to the sound speed . 

In the following we will see how this conclusion is modified by the 

introduction of pressure anisotropy and poloidal flow . 
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IV.4.1 Toroidal flow and pressure anisotropy 

We first consider equilibria with purely toroidal flow and anisotropic 

pressure. In the fluid models p ^ a r e positive quantities, so that the 

coefficient of dV/V in (IV. 13) is positive, corresponding to a centrifugal shift 

(note that dV/V = dr/r). However, we now have an additional term, the sign 

of which depends on the relative values of p± andp(|. The outward shift of the 

density is increased (decreased) if 0//< fi± ( fin> (J±). The effect of the two 

terms is comparable when Pn - p± = (V/ vA)2. 

Similar results can also be obtained for GCP. When the flow is purely 

toroidal, we can take distn oution functions which are even about the average 

parallel velocity. If, moreover, the fe are monotonically decreasing functions 

of H5, it follows from (IV.23) that the functions C+, Ct are negative definite. 

Therefore the corresponding Pj and px are positive and GCP gives the same 

conclusions as the fluid models. 

To be more specific, we consider the case of two-temperature 

Maxwellian distribution functions. Then "macroscopic" equations of state 

are obtained from the guiding center description: 

P | |= pT„(v), p1=pT1(B,v) = pTn—B— f (rv.31) 
B ' e T l l 

where 0 = 8(y) measures the ratio (T±- T(,)/T,| and Te = Tj has been assumed 

for simplicity. For this model p ^ = Pj_,||/B2 = T±,||/vA
2 and the kinetic 

functions C*, C+ and C t are negative definite, as can easily be verified using 

Eq. (IV.22). We observe for completeness that the corresponding ellipticity 

conditions are B2 + 2px > 2p±
2 I py and 1 - A > 0, which are certainly 

satisfied for the beta values attainable in tokamaks. The model (IV.31) is 

characterized by a simple closed expression for p as a function of B, r and y 
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' - ^ - I T ^ 

where p(y) = exp [HM(y)/TB (y)]. This comes about as a natural generalization 

of the MHD result (IV.30), which is recovered by taking Tx= T„ = T(y). The 

asymmetry factor corresponding to (TV.32) is 

A p = ( l - ^ ) A B + ^ . (IV.33) 
1 I I a x || a 

Therefore, ifp±> P/j, the amount of toroidal flow needed to produce a given 

asymmetry of the density profile can be strongly reduced, compared to the 

isotropic case. This is in agreement with the experimental situation 

described in Ref. [5], where nearly perpendicular injection was used and the 

measured toroidal velocities were significantly lower than the sound speed. 

In fact, when the injection is perpendicular to the magnetic field, most of the 

particles are trapped on the outside of the torus, contributing to the outward 

shift of the density profile. 

On the other hand, Eq. (IV.33) also indicates that, in the case of parallel 

injection, the density asymmetry can be reverted, particularly for moderate 

toroidal flows. 

The model (IV.31) is well suited for analytic investigations. In the 

Appendix B we solve explicitly the generalized Grad-Shafranov equation for 

this model, in the limit of small beta and small ratio of poloidal to toroidal 

magnetic field. For small flows and pressure anisotropy, the resulting 

Shafranov shift 8 of the magnetic axis, defined as 8 = ( ra - r0 )/a, is found to 

be 

• • ^ • s i W * * 1 ^ ' 
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where r0 is distance of the geometric center of the plasma from the main 

axis, e = a/r0 is the usual inverse aspect ratio, Tt2 = (r<j»E')2/T| istheMach 

number relative to the parallel thermal velocity, E is a constant related to the 

ellipticity of the flux surfaces and the quantities with subscript 0 are 

computed at r0. Eq. (IV.34) shows that the outward shift of the magnetic axis 

is increased (ifp^<p±) or decreased tifPu>Pj) by the pressure anisotropy, 

similar to the density asymmetry. The contributions to the shift from rotation 

and pressure anisotropy can be of the same order. They can both become of 

the order of the conventional Shafranov shift due to finite pressure (although 

this is taking Eq. (34) somewhat beyond its strict domain of validity). 

It is interesting to note that as long as the parallel temperature is 

constant along the field lines, the effect of pressure anisotropy on the density 

asymmetry remains qualitatively unchanged from that discussed before, for 

any perpendicular equation of state. This is immediately seen from the 

parallel component of the force balance (for y. = 0) 

T((v)B-Vp = (Pn-Pi) b-VB, (IV.35) 

which shows that the sign of the parallel derivative of the density is 

determined by that of py - px. Moreover, for perpendicular equations of 

state of the form Tx = Tx(B,v), the expression (IV.33) for the density 

asymmetry remains valid and the mass density can be computed explicitly, 

giving 

p = G(B,V) p(V) exp ( ll ^ M ) , (IV.36) 

where G is the solution of 9B (InG) | v = B*1 (1 - Tx/ TH) and p is the same as in 

(IV.32). In the special case Tx= T±(v), we have In G = (1 - TJ T„) In B. 
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IV.42 The effect of poloidal flows 

Finally, we consider poloidal flow (>pM' * 0). The poloidal variation of 

the density in the MHD model is given by 

£=-4[-M^+X!ffc], ov.37) 
P p-Mj P B y\ 

which is obtained from (IV.13) by putting Pn = pi = p m yp/B2. (The effect of the 

pressure anisotropy is similar to that discussed in the previous paragraph 

and il will not be further investigated.) Equation (IV.37) shows that in MHD: 

a) the effects on the density asymmetry of the poloidal flow and of the rotation 

induced by the electric field are additive; b) even small poloidal flows can 

produce a large shift of the density: the two terms in the square bracket are 

comparable for vp
2 = ( Bp

2 / B2) V2. 

The sign of the asymmetry is determined by the coefficent in front of the 

square bracket, which is positive in the first elliptic region (giving an 

outward shift of the density), diverges at the sound speed and then becomes 

negative (giving rise to an inward shift). 

These conclusions are somewhat modified if we take into account the 

true expression for dB, Eq. (IV.29). Then the term p - Mp
2 in (IV.37) is 

replaced by (M8
2 - Mp

2) (Mf
 2 - Mp

2), the denominator of the characteristic 

determinant in (IV.25). Therefore, a first resonance pnd change of sign of the 

asymmetry occurs at the slow wave speed instead of the sound speed, i.e. 

Mp
2 = M8

2 = p/(l + PB0
2/B2), instead of p. Another resonance appears at the 

fast wave speed (Mp
2 = Mf

 2 ) . For velocities in this range the full expression 

(IV.29) should be used. 

In the guiding center model the distribution functions must be even 

about w = VB /̂B, in the trapping region, but asymmetric outside [13] in order 
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to produce a net poloidal flow. To simplify, we restrict the analysis to the 

case of field aligned flow, so that only the coefficient of dB in the expression 

(IV. 15) for dp needs to be considered and seek to determine the sign of the 

asymmetry as a function of the flow. Here we consider a single ion species 

and denote ions and electrons by ± respectively. We take a specific model 

distribution that is Maxwellian f* = exp(- f^H1) in one direction of the 

parallel velocity (say w < 0). In the opposite direction we choose: 

MB+(e/m)±(()||<H±<Hi (reg. I) 

HJ < H* < H * + 8 (reg.II) (IV.38) 

H ^ H j + 8 (reg.III) 

Here Hj* = u 8* + $±, with the constants S , <{> chosen in such a way that 

u 8* + £ ± > max [ uB + ty„(B) (e/m)* ] for all B and ty„ on the flux surface, to 

ensure that the trapping region is inside the region I (note that the left 

extreme of this region corresponds to w = 0). 

The distributions (IV.38) are sketched in Fig. IV.2 as functions of H±, at 

a given u value. The positive constant 8, which determines the width of the 

region II, measures the magnitude of the poloidal flow. For 8 = 0 the 

distribution (IV.38) reduces to a Maxwellian distribution with fi* = l/Ty^y). 

Observing that dfVdH* vanishes in the region II and is equal to - j^f* 

outside, CQ* and Cj1 become 

Cl = -^ip-pUf , C\ = - p ^ P x - p J f , aV.39) 

where p and px are the total density and perpendicular pressure, 

respectively, and the quantities with superscript II are integrated over the 

exp(- f^H*) 

f* = expGp^J) 

exptpVH*)] 
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pB + <•„/£* H* H * + 8 H * 

Fig. IV.2 Distribution functions for ions and electrons as a function of H, at a 
given u. The solid (dashed) line gives the distributions for w > 0 (w < 0). 
The two coincide in the region I. 

region II. As pointed out in Sec. IV.2.2, both Co* and C ^ are negative definite 

for the monotone distribution functions considered here. 

To make more explicit the dependence from the flow, we write 

p = p0 + p - R , 

± ± n± _± (IV.40) 

* r s- JR . ~m-i± iiK„nr i* *• •[Po-p^+Pfr, P - [pJo-pin+pfor, 

where the quantities with index 0 are computed using the Maxwellian 
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distributions (in the static limit 8 = 0, we find p* = po* and p ^ = p10*). 

Using (IV.39) and (IV.40), we find 

I + ^ — 1 — [ p n - f t + pp]* 
1 ± + + 

1 + ̂  = ^—^ , (IV.41) 
P v m* P* 

PSO-*1 

where we have taken (p(/p)* = Pxo* f which corresponds to an isotropic static 

equilibrium. Note that, for 5 = 0, H± = P± = pn ± = 0 and the coefficient 

vanishes. As the quantities (p11 - R)*, (p0 - K.)* are positive, the sign of the 

density asymmetry is determined by the sign of the quantities P*, which, 

following the definitions (IV.40), are given by: 

f/-Cm^^<r^] 9 r- r H,+5 

12 

where H** = uB + fy/e/m)*. By simple manipulations we obtain 

P = ^ l dual HHE-PH f _ ^ 1 ) a V 4 2 ) 

which is a positive definite function of 8. Therefore dp/dB is positive, and we 

find that, in spite of the large toroidal component, field-aligned flows produce 

an inward shift of the density profile in the guiding center model. 

Comparing with (IV.37), we see that, for sub-sonic flows, this is opposite to 

the MHD result. 

This is similar to the behaviour obtained in the cylindrical stability 

calculation for the response of the plasma density to magnetic field 
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perturbations in cylindrical geometry (see Fig. III. 1). Due to the elimination 

of the slow magneto-acoustic waves in the guiding center model, squeezing a 

flux tube leads to an increase of the plasma density. In the equilibrium 

problem this corresponds to saying that, following a fluid element, the 

density of the plasma increases when the section of the tube decreases. 

Notably, in the subsonic region MHD predicts that the density decreases 

when the flux tube is squeezed, due to the presence of sound waves. 

Finally, we note that the othor kinetic integral C,, is negative definite 

for any distribution with non-positive dtfdH. Therefore, the second term on 

the right hand side of (IV. 15), representing a toroidal flow, always gives an 

outward centrifugal shift of the density. 
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V EFFECT OF FLOWS ON MHD BA£LO0NN<3 MODES 

The MHD stability problem in axisymmetric toroidal geometry, is in 

general fully two-dimensional and must be solved numerically. However, 

there is an important class of instabilities, the go called "ballooning" modes 

[62,63], which are described by one-dimensional ordinary differential 

equations, which can be solved on each flux surface. These are pressure 

driven instabilities localized in the regions of unfavorable curvature, 

characterized by a long wavelength in the direction of the magnetic field and 

a short wavelength in the perpendicular direction, which play an important 

role in limiting the maximum p attainable in toH^maks [64], 

The ballooning stability of MHD equilibria nth a rigid toroidal plasma 

rotation has been studied by Hameiri [29,30], whc showed that the rotation is 

generally destabilizing, for typical tokamak equilibrium profiles. 

In the present chapter, the effect of sheared field-aligned equilibrium 

flows on ballooning modes stability is : ^tigated, within the MHE model. 

The analysis is an extension of the elegant WKB analysis g;iven by Dewar and 

Glasser [62] for the static case. The same method is used ir; Ref. [39] to derive 

ballooning equations which include both field-aligned flows and rigid toroidal 

rotation. 

The question of local stability becomes very difficult when sheared 

toroidal flows are considered. It has been pointed out [30,39] that in this case 

the usual ballooning representation fails. However, how to extend this 

representation to incompulse sheared toroidal flows is> still an open question 

and will not be pursued here. 
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V. 1 MHD axteymmetric stability 

The starting point of our analysis is the linearized equation of motion 

(III.l), for the MHD model, where the perturbed pressure is given by (III.3). 

For normal modes evolving like exp(icot), this gives 

-pco2 | + 2i(opx V | = EtO , (V.la) 

where 

Z [ | ] = -Vp* + B - V Q + Q V B - py.V(yV|) 

+ ( V y p y V v + ^V(pyVv) , (V.lb) 

P. * -ypV •%- £ V p + B Q 

s B - ( B - n ) - $ V P , -(yp + B2)V • $ , (V.lc) 

with 

P, s p + B2/2 (V.ld) 

(note that £ is not the same as in Chap. III). 

Here, p* = Pi + B.-Q. is the total perturbed pressure and P« is the total 

equilibrium pressure, which satisfies 

VP, = B VB- py-Vy. (V2) 

The operator £ is self-adjoint [18], as for static MHD equilibria, but the 

presence of the second term containing co in Eq. (V.la) makes <o2 complex 

and prevents us, in general, from finding a necessary and sufficient 
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criterion for stability analogous to the Energy principle [19]. A sufficient 

condition for stability is given by 

8W = -I dx *f-E[|] >0, (V3) 

where the integral is taken over the plasma volume. 

It is convenient to single out in the force operator F_ the terms which 

contain derivatives of £ across the equilibrium magnetic surfaces [29]. When 

this is done (see Appendix C), F. can be rewritten as the sum of two 

self-adjoint operators: 

E [ | ] = fi[p.(£)] + E v [ | ] , (V.4a) 

where 

G[p.(|)] ^ -Vp. + B -V(—Hi-^fi) + — ^ V P „ (V.4b) 
YP + B 7P + B 

F v [ | ] = - py - V(y • Vg + B• V(B • Vjp - B• V(ccB) - aVP,- % V VP,, (V.4c) 

a ^ — ^ [ B (B V$)- 4-VP,] . (V.4d) 
TfP + B 

As we will see, the operator Q., which contains the normal derivatives of £ 

through the terms proportional to V- £., does not give contributions to the 

balloning equations to lowest order in 1/n. 

The operator Ev in (V.4c) contains derivatives of £ along B_ and y 

only, and is written here in somewhat different form than that of Ref. [29]. 

Under the boundary conditions E n = y- h =0, the form (V.4) of F_ allows 

to write 8W (see Appendix C) as a sum of terms symmetric in £ and £* 
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8W= I dx {—L-r I p J 2 + IB V^l2 - plv V l̂ 
J YP + B* 

— ^ I B ( B - V | ) - | V P , | 2 +4 $V(VP.)} (V.5) 
7P + B 

(note that £*• £ -Va is symmetric for any curl-free vector a). The first tei-^i 

on the right hand side of Eq. (V.5) represents the contribution of Q to 8W. 

V.2 Ballooning stability 

We now investigate the stability of large-n ballooning modes, where n is 

the Fourier mode number along the direction of symmetry (toroidal), using 

the WKB formalism developed by Dewar and Glasser [65] for static plasmas. 

The displacement £ is represented in the eikonal form 

%i£ = |(r,e) exp[iSCiVe] , (V.G) 

where e s 1/n is a small parameter, S is a rapidly varying function of 

position, £. is a slowly varying amplitude, which does not depend on the 

toroidal angle $, and k=VS. The eikonal S is assumed to satisfy 

fi-VS =0 (V.7) 

to all orders in e. 

Substituting the representation (V.6) in (V.l), we find 
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• V ^ S 

p(i5+Y-V)^ = £ • £ + 1 {ik[YpV^+^Vp-BV(^xB)] +V(ypk4) 
E 

+Bx[V(k-$)xfi] - 2 ( k - ^ ) i x B + (k-^)pY VY} 

+ 4- {-(Tp + B2)(k ^ ) k } , CV.8a) 

where 

£ £ = E [ £ l + py_Vy_V£. (V.8b) 

Here, we have introduced the Doppler shifted frequency 

© = a) - n<J>E , (V.9) 

and combined the term py_V (y_V £) with the terms containing w to obtain 

the expression on the left hand side of (V.8a). We note that, for the moment, 

the analysis is carried out for general equilibrium flows. 

Now, we decompose £ into its longitudinal and trasverse components, 

relative to k : 

£ = £Lk + $ T , k s k / l k l , (V.10) 

and show that ^L c a n De formally eliminated in favor of £T in Eq. (V.8a). 
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IV.3 Etimination of the longitudinal component. 

Eq. (V.8a) can be rewritten as 

2 ~ r *<J-2) ^(-^ *. ( 0 ) i ~ 
pD •$ = [(l/e2)^ +(l /e)£ + £ ] | , (V.ll) 

where 

P = I(i5 + Y V) , (V.12) 

J is the unit dyadic, p 2 = D p , and 

^ " ^ - ( y p + B ^ k k , (V.13a) 

r ^ - f L + l R . (V.13b) 

(0) 

£ H £ , (V.13c) 

with £ L and £ R defined as 

»2 £ L S i t £ X • ( v - 2S)BZ + V p + pv- Vv]k, (V.14a) 

£R s i^[ B2(V + 2K) • P ± + -.pV - p y VX] . (V.14b) 

• \ >% 

Here, K s h. • V b_ is the curvature of the magnetic field and £ i is the 

projector onto the plane perpendicular to J£, defined as 

E j L ^ l - h b . (V.15) 

The expressions (V.14) for £ L and £ R can be obtained from the term 
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multiplying 1/e in Eq. (V.8a), observing that 

B x V x ( | x B ) = V-(B2P± - | )+ J x B P j . I, 

and 

J x B = - P rV(B2 /2) + B 2 K . 

Except for the inertial terms entering £ L and £ R and for the operator 

D which replaces co, the problem (V.11-14) has the same structure of the 

corresponding static problem [65], Therefore, the formal elimination of the 

longitudinal component of the displacement proceeds as in the static case. 

We define a projector P j onto the plane transverse to k: 

PT = L-il. (V.16) 

Note that 

(-2) A-2) 
P T - f = 1 " £ T = LTU = £ I / £ T . (V.17) 

and that £x = P T ' £ • 

Substituting (V.10) in (V.ll) and using (V.17), we obtain 

[e2(pD2- D-zZ{'l)-Z{'2)]Ui = e [ f R + e ( £ - p P 2 ) ] $ T . (V.18) 

Dotting this equation by k allows to eliminate formally 2JL: 

k = e&k [ f R+ e(f-PP2)] $T> (V.19) 
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with the Green's function & defined by inverting 

C s G 0 - € k r -k - e2k ( £ - p p 2 ) k , (V.20a) 

where 

1 ( 2 ) 

<*o H " k - f " k = k2(yp + B2) . (V.20b) 

Substistuting back in (V.18) and acting with the transverse projector gives 

finally an equation for the transverse component of the displacement: 

PT L •$ - = 0 , (V.21) 

where 

h = Z-PW + [ £ L
+ ^ f "PS )] - k f c k . [ f R+ «(f-Pfi ) ]• (V-22) 

V.4 Lowest order equations 

We now write ^ as a power series in £ 

| = L E " i • (V.23) 
n = 0 

Then, expanding (V.21) to 0(e°), we obtain 

(0) 
PT L0 ^T = 0 , . (V.24) 
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where 

ho = -PS2 + Z * t L ^ M I R • (V-25) 

This expression of LQ is exact for a field-aligned equilibrium flow. It must be 

noted, however, that, when <J>E' (y) * 0, D contains a term proportional to n, 

through the Doppler shifted frequency 3. If ^ is a constant, corresponding 

to a rigid toroidal rotation of the plasma superposed to the parallel flow, this 

term can be transformed away by moving in the coordinate system rotating 

toroidally with the same frequency [30]. For a sheared toroidal rotation, 

however, this can only be done for one given y surface. Therefore, in this case 

the expansion procedure breaks down, unless we assume that (0 = 0(1). 

The operator L0 acts along the magnetic field lines, as in the static 

case. This can be seen observing that D, when acting on vectors which do not 

depend on the toroidal angle, can be written as 

D = Ijico + M̂- B V - «|>E(Jr - r>)], (V.26) 

and that, for any vector £, we have 

ZL ka0k fR • 5 = -G(P,(^)], (v.27) 

where Q. is the same operator defined in (V.4b), implying that the last two 

terms of (V.25) only contain derivative of the displacement along the field 

lines. 

Thus, Eq. (V.25) can be reduced to a system of two coupled second order 

ordinary differential equations along the field lines for the components of the 

displacement in the plane transverse to k- These equations are given in Ref. 
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[39]. Here, we only discuss the sufficient condition for stability which can be 

derived by (V.25) in the case of field-aligned equilibrium flows. 

V.5 Stability in the presence offield aligned flows 

In this paragraph, we consider field-aligned flows, i.e. y. = yM (y)B/p, 

for which 

py Vy. = M2BVfi + (B VM2)B , (V.28) 

where 

M = v/vA=Vpv/B (V.29) 

is the Alfven Mach number. 

For field-aligned flows, the Doppler shift of the frequency is zero and Eq. 

(V.23) becomes 

£ T { P°>2 £? * 2iP<°x • V|T0 ) + EyU?']} = 0, (V.30) 

with Ey given in (V.4c). We note that the operator E v is self-adjoint also 

under the inner product 

,i>=£>'*• (f. 

where dl is an infinitesimal field-line element. Therefore, a sufficient 

condition for ballooning stability is given by 
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SWbrfi = - ( C ' . E y ^ ] } > 0 • (V.31) 

SW^n can be obtained immediatly from the expression of 6W given in (V.5) 

by replacing the integral over the plasma volume by the integral along a field 

line, £ by £T(0) > a°d suppressing the term proportional to I p. 12. 

In order to compute it explicitly, we write: 

4Q> = X K + 2 B > (V.32a) 

with 

H = (BxkVB2, (V.32b) 

such that H- Vy = 1. 

Substituting in (V.31), integrating by parts the terms proportional to X B.VX 

and X fi VZ, using (V.2), (V.28) and the relation [30] 

N V B - E VN = 2 N - K - J : K J x B , 

we obtain, after considerable algebra, 

r+oo 

SWwi = I ^ [ a j C Z + ̂ i X ) 2 + C l X
2

 + ( c 2 - | j - ) X 2 ] , (V.33a) 

where 

ai = ^ ( - J E - ^ " M 2 ) ' ( V ' 3 3 b ) 

P YP + B'5 
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.2 
b, = - ? - ( N K ) [ 2 ( - ^ - - M 2 ) + M 2 - 8 — - ] , (V.33c) 

P 1 + 0 TP + B 2 

C l = N 2 ( l - M2) , (V.33d) 

c2 = - (N K ) [ B 2 N VM2 + 2 ( l - M 2 ) £ Vp] 

+ B2(H J c ) 2 ( 2 - M 2 ) [ 2 ( l - M 2 ) - - ^ — - ( 2 - M 2 ) ] , (V.33e) 
7P + B2 

and t s B_Vf, for any function f. 

The quadratic form (V.33a) is minimized with respect Z by taking 

Z = - O /̂a^X, which finally yelds 

^ 1 = I J ( X V ( 1 - M 2 ) - X 2 ( K K ) ( 1 - M 2 ) [ 2 M - V P 

+ ^ N V M 2
+ B 2 M 2 ( N K ) ^ ^ ^ ] } . (V.34) 

1-M2 p-M2(l + p) 

We note that the second term in the coefficient of X2 in this equation is 

slightly different from that given erroneously in the Eq. (37) of Ref. [39]. 

The last term on the right hand side of Eq. (V.34) diverges at M2 = pV(l + (J), 

as the MHD Suydam index computed in Chapt. III. The resonance condition 

involves the Alfvlnic Mach number, as in the corresponding Suydam index 

(111.36) for field-aligned flows. Here, the resonance coincides with the 

transition of the equilibrium from the first elliptic region to the first 

hyperbolic region. 
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The resonant term in (V.34) is negative for M2 < p7(l + p). Therefore, 

when M2 approaches pV(l + p) from below and is sufficiently close to it, this 

term dominates and the sufficient condition for stability is violated, 

independent of the pressure gradient. As the resonant term is proportional to 

QJ-JS)2 , it tends to destabilize the plasma both in the good and bad curvature 

region. 

It must be noted that the violation of the sufficient condition for stability 

is not, a priori, evidence for instability. We would expect, however, that it is 

so, on the basis of the analytic and the numerical calculations done in 

cylindrical geometry for the Suydam modes. 

It can be shown [39] that in the large aspect ratio limit the resonant 

term is negligible, except in the vicinity of the resonance. As the resonance 

would be smeared out by the kinetic treatment, the more important effect of 

the flow is represented by the second term in the coefficient of X2, which can 

drive Rayleigh-Taylor type instabilities. 

Finally, we observe that there is a one-to-one correspondence between 

the terms appearing in the coefficient of X2 in (V.34) and the terms of the 

Suydam index (111.36). In fact, the Suydam criterion can be recovered from 

(V.34) in the large aspect ratio limit, by expanding the corresponding Euler 

equation around the poloidal angle where the mode is located. Then the 

Suydam index (111.36) is given by the ratio between the coefficient of X2 and 

that of X2 in (V.34). Qualitatively new terms, related to the centrifugal effect, 

would appear by adding a toroidal rotation of the plasma. 
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CHAPTERVL CONCLUSIONS 

This work has shown that for tokamak plasmas of low collisionality with 

equilibrium mass flows the MHD and the double-adiabatic models do not 

correctly describe the physics related to the interaction of flows and 

magnetoacoustic waves. In these models, resonance between the flows and 

the slow waves leads to singularities both in the equilibrium and stability 

problems. The singular behaviour is removed in the guiding center model 

(GCF), where the parallel dynamics is treated kinetically and the sound 

waves are Landau damped. 

Here, we summarize the main results of the analysis presented in 

Chapters II-V of this thesis. We also outline what is known and what 

remains to be done concerning the equilibrium and macroscopic stability of 

rotating plasmas: 

- Cylindrical geometry. The eigenvalue problems for cylindrical equilibria 

with arbitrary flows have been derived, in MHD, CGL, and in the guiding 

center model, and used to study the local stability of the plasma. 

We have shown, both analytically and numerically, that the fluid models 

predict a complete loss of stability for nearly sonic flows, whereas no stability 

problem related to sound waves exists in the guiding center model, for locally 

stable distribution functions. 

In the straight tokamak ordering flows are relevant for GCP local 

stability only if they are Alfv6nic. They can have a stabilizing effect for for a 

certain class of equilibrium profiles. On the other hand, external modes are 

always destabilized [34] by flow. 

- Toroidal geometry: 

- Equilibrium: the generalized Grad-Shaf'ranov equation for axisymmetric 

equilibria with flows has been derived for the double adiabatic plasma (the 

corresponding equations for MHD and GCP were given in [12] and [13], 
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respectively). We find that the first hyperbolic region of the equilibrium 

equations, occurring in MHD for small poloidal flows, exists also in CGL, but 

is eliminated in GCP, for monotonic distribution functions. 

For purely toroidal equilibrium flows, the fluid models and GCP predict 

a similar outward centrifugal shift of the density profile. In the large aspect 

ratio limit, the density asymmetry between the in and outside of the torus due 

to sonic flows is of order e. For typical tokamak betas, the introduction of 

pressure anisotropy gives an additional asymmetry, of the same order in E, 

corresponding to an outward (inward) shift of the density profile when pN < px 

(Pll > p±). If p|| > px , this can lead to an overall inward shift of the density 

profile. 

When poloidal flows are added, the analytic investigation of the density 

profile in the GCP model becomes difficult. However, in the case of 

field-aligned flows, we are able to show, using model distribution functions, 

that GCP predicts an inward shift of the density profile, contrary to the MHD 

result. This is because the response in plasma density to compression along 

the field lines has the opposite sign compared to MHD. 

These results indicate that investigation of tokamak equilibria with 

general flows will require a numerical implementation of the axisymmetric 

GCP system, given by Dobrott and Greene [13]. Existing equilibrium codes 

[15-17] are based TO the MHD model and limited to the elliptic case. 

The need for a kinetic description emerges even more dramatically for 

stellarator configurations: in three dimensional geometry the MHD and CGL 

equilibrium equations become hyperbolic for arbitrarily small flows across 

the magnetic field, whereas the GCP equilibrium problem remains elliptis as 

long as the flow is sub-Alfv6nic. 

- Stability: as a first step, we have derived a sufficient condition for the 

stability of MHD ballooning modes in the presence of field-aligned 

equilibrium flows, which shows the same resonance with slow waves found 
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in the cylindrical stability problem. A rigid toroidal rotation of the plasma 

can be included in the analysis [39]. It should be noted that the standard 

ballooning representation fails in the case of sheared toroidal equilibrium 

flows, and its extension to this case is still an unresolved issue. 

Nothing is known, at present, about the effect of flows on global modes in 

two-dimensional geometry. Such an analyris will present considerable 

difficulties in the GCP model, as the kinetic equations are non local along the 

field lines. 

In conclusion, our understanding of equilibrium and macroscopic 

stability of tokamak plasmas with flows is still very incomplete compared to 

the relatively detailed picture established in the static case. The author hopes 

that this work has provided a more advanced starting point towards this end, 

which remains a major challange for plasma theory. 
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APPENDIX A. Derivation of the axisymmetric equitibrium system 

with flows and anisotropic pressure 

In this appendix the main steps of the derivation of the equilibrium 

equations (IV.9c-e) are given. We note that Eq. (IV.9a) is obtained easily from 

the continuity equation V(py_) = 0 and axisymmetry, and Eq. (IV.9b) follows 

from the toroidal component of Faraday's law. 

We give first some vector identities, valid in axisymmetric geometry, 

which are useful for the derivation: 

V(f0) = O, (Al) 

Vx(f0) = V(rf)xV<|>, (A2) 

Vx(Jxa) = r J v . ( l £ ) , (A3) 

Vx(fG) = r'i? ({-*?¥-) + V(frGJxV<t>, (A4) 
B

p r z 

where f is a generic function, £ is a vector in the flux surface, and the 

subscripts p and $ indicates poloidal and toroidal components, respectively. 

The identity (A4) can be obtained easily using (A2) and (A3). 

Using the form (11.22) of the tensor pressure, the equation of motion can 

be written [13] as 

£ x {V x [(1 - A) B ]} + py.-Vy. = - Vp„ + ABVB. (A5) 

The inertial term can be expressed, using the representation (IV.8) for the 
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velocity, as: 

py Vy. = - fixVX (yj^y) + (yj^y B- fervj Vy + pV(^- + TV^'E). (A6) 

Substituting in (A5) we get: 

BxVx[( l -A)B-y„yJ + (y^y B-4>ePrVvV 

= -pV(y + rv^g) -Vp | + ABVB. (AT) 

Eqs. (TV.9c-e) can now be obtained by making appropriate projections of this 

equation. When (A7) is dotted with V<|>, only the first term gives a 

contribution. With the representation (IV.7) for B, this becomes 

Vy U - V X ( A B - V M Y ) ] =0, (A8) 

where J. = V x B. is the current density. This equation shows that both 

poloidal flow and pressure anisotropy introduce a component of the current 

density normal to the magnetic surfaces. It may be noted that our derivation 

of (A8) does not use the equations of state, contrary to derivation given in Ref. 

[29] for the MHD case. It follows from (AS), using the identity (A4), that 

B-V{r[(l-A)B-VMY]<J =0, (A9) 

which gives the Eq. (IV.9c) of the text. 

Multiplication of the equation of motion (A7) by B/p gives instead 

B V C ^ + rv^e) + £ ( B V P | ) -ABEVB) « 0. (A10) 
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Eqs. (IV.4) and (IV.6) imply that the second term of this equation can be 

written as B_-VW. Then, using (IV.9a-b) to express v2 and v^in terms of the 

free functions 4>E and yM, Eq- (A10) gives the Bernoulli law (IV.9d). 

Finally, multiplying (A7) by Vy/1 Vy 12 and using (A4) to develop the 

first term of the equation, we find 

V [ ( l - A - V M ^ ) ^ ] = - ^ [ ( l - A ) r B , - ^ r v ^ 

-V^Y B + ^ P ^ - pC^ + r v ^ ' - p ' - A B B , (All) 

where f s Vy-Vf /1 Vy I - , which coincides with df/dy when f = fly). The 

term in square brackets on the right hand side of (All) coincides with IM [see 

Eqs. (IV.9b-c)]. Then, the form (IV.9e) of the Grad-Shafranof equation can be 

recovered using Bernoulli law and Eq. (IV. 11) to express the last three terms 

of (All) as a function of HM and W. 
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APPENDIX B. Generalization of the sohitiw of Maschke and Perrin 

Here, analytic solutions of the Grad-Shafranov equation for the model 

(IV.31), in the limit of small beta and small ratio of poloidal to toroidal 

magnetic field, are computed. Maschke and Perrin [61] obtained analytic 

equilibria with flows in axisymmetric geometry using MHD and isothermal 

equations of state. In the following, that solution is generalized to the case of 

anisotropic pressure. For the model (IV.31), W = T„ ln(pT |/T1) and Eq. 

CTV.9e) can be rewritten as: 

^•[a-Ji^.-ni-pr^w,)-. 
(Bl) 

where 

2 ' 2 

n = n(V) = TJMPC&I) = P | ( l - ; ) e x p ( - ^ ) , 

c = 
OT, _ T x - T , 

B " Tx 

For TX = TB (i.e. £ = 0),Eq.(Bl) reduces to Eq. (4.6) of Ref. [61]. 

Now we assume small beta, where Eq. (IV.9c) gives I = IM(V)» and small 

Bp/B, so that B s I/r s IM/r. We choose 6(y) such that 6T(| = const. Then the 

anisotropy term in the operator on the l.h.s. of (Bl) is negligible. Therefore, 

using the expression (IV.32) for the mass density, we obtain 
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. 2 . 

with V* = r dr(r l dr) + 32
r . This equation contains four arbitraiy functions 

of y : IM, TI, T|, ^E'. We now introduce the Mach number r t 2 = (r i^')2/ T„, 

relative to the parallel thermal velocity . The source term in (B2) can be made 

a function of r only, with the following choices of the free functions: 

• E V T , = const. = n 0
2 / r 0

2 =» n 2 = n 0
2 r V r 0

2 , 

n = (P/r0«)(y-yb), V =I 0
2

+ 2(J /r 0
2 ) (v -Vb>, 

where the subscript 0 indicates the value at the radius r 0 , which is for the 

moment undetermined, and P and J are constants. Using these profiles, Eq. 

(B2) becomes 

^*v = - ^ - ^ ^ : « P ( ^ 2 ) . (B3) 
r0 r0

zl-C0r z 

where the normalized coordinates (f,z) = (r,z)/r0 have been introduced. 

The problem still contains an arbitrary function of y (only tnt ratio 

4>E'
2/T|| has been fixed), which can be chosen to be the parallel temperature, 

or the electric potential, deduced by the measured rotation velocity. 

Following Maschke [61], we look for a solution of (B3) of the form y(r,z) = 

h(f,z) + g(r), where g(r) is a particular solution of 

"£<$>--pr£?-<!£?,>- m 

and the function h, which is solution of V*h + ")/r 0
 2 =0, is given by 
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l _ - _ ^,,,-2 1-2 P(E-l)~2/~2 r2 \ h(r,z) = CPr - j-z + - i—— r (2 - — ) • ¥ , , 
z 4 4 

where C, E and y , are constants (here E is a constant related to the 

ellipticity of the magnetic surfaces and not the electric Held). In general, (B4) 

must be solved numerically (unless £0 = 0, which gives the MHD case treated 

by Maschke). However, in the limit of small flow and pressure anisotropy 

( r t 0
2 , 5o K< * )> ^ e equation can be solved by expansion. Hie solution for y 

(for )=0) reads 

^ = Cr2
 + (E-l)^(z2-^)-^(l+iC0r + l ^ r 2 ) . (B5) 

From Eq. (B5) we can compute the shift of the magnetic axis due to the flow 

and the pressure anisotropy. In order to do that, we fix the horizontal 

position of the plasma by giving the two points (r = 1 ± e, z = 0) where the 

plasma boundary crosses the r-axis (here r0 is taken as the geometric center 

and e = a/r0 is the usual inverse aspect ratio). The constant C and the value 

yb of the magnetic flux at the plasma boundary are then determined by the 

system y(l ± e,0) = y b , and the position ra of the magnetic axis can be 

computed from dr y(r, 0) = 0. The resulting Shafranov shift of the magnetic 

axis is given in Eq. (IV.34). By comparing with the numerical results 

obtained by Maschke (Fig. 3 in the Ref. [61]), we can see that, for small 

values of E, in spite of the approximations done the expression (IV.34) for the 

shift is very accurate for sound Mach numbers up to 0.5-0.6, and even at 

sound speed (Tl 0 = 1) the difference with the numerical values is less than 

10%. 
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APPENDIX G Dernratkm of a symmetric fbnn of ttieMHD 

5W with flows 

Here, the Eqs. (V.4c) and (V.5) of the text are derived. 

Using the expression (V4b) for Q, we compute 

E„fc) - W - G[p.(|)l 

B - V ( Q - - H i - B ) - ( Q - - ^ B ) VB 
YP + B YP + B 

+ p v V v ( V $ ^ - r ) - pYV(jr.V4) • ^ ( p x - V x ) . (CD 

Using the definition of p . , Eq. (V.lc), and the identity 

Q s Vx(^xB) = B V$ - | VB- B V-S , 

Eq. (Cl) becomes 

E V K = B V ( B V | ) - 3 V ( | V B ) -BV(aB) 

+ (B-V|- | -VB)-VB -aB VB 

• apx-Vy. + | V ( P Y - V X ) - px-V(x-V|) f (C2) 

with a defined in (V.4d). 

Then, using (V.2), we write: 
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§-V(pi-VyJ = £ V(B VB)- | VVP. 

= i(\ V B - B v | ) VB + B v(^ V B ) ] - | v v p . . (C3) 

Substituting back in (C2), the second and fourth terms cancel and , using 

again (V.2), we find the desired expression 

^ U l * -PY V(v -V|) +B V(B V|)- B V(aE) - aVP.- | VVP.. (C4) 

Now, dot (C4) by £* and integrate over the plasma volume. The first three 

terms on the rigth hand side can be integrated by parts, producing surface 

terms which vanish when the boundary conditions B h = y_ h = 0 are 

imposed. Wc find therefore 

|dxlf.Fvfc] = Jdt{p|y. V | | 2 - | B V | | 2
+ a B ( B -V§*) 

- alf-VP, - |*.(4-VVP.)}. (C5) 

Then, using the definition (V.4d), the terms containing a can be combined to 

give 

7P + B 

Finally, we observe that 

| W fi = |dx —L__|p,|2 - jdx V(p.(). (C6) 
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The divergence term in VC6) can be integrated by parts to give the same 

surface term as in static MHD, and the expression (V.5) is finally recovered 

by summing (C5) and (C6). 
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